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3-500Zs in a 2-kw PEP amplifier

focus on communications technology...
Barefoot to Ninety North

Four hundred seventy-five air miles—825 actual land miles—over the Arctic pack ice. Forty-four days on a frozen sea with temperatures down to 63° below. Finally: the Pole. Collins' KWM-2 furnished reliable communications every rugged mile of the Plaisted Polar Expedition. Just an example of the KWM-2's reserve performance and rugged dependability.
many have tried
but SWAN SUCCEEDED

a complete station
for only

$395.00

Just hook the Model 260 to an
antenna and you’re on the air.

It's that simple! There is nothing else on the market comparable to the 260.
Look what you get for $395.00.
• Complete frequency coverage on all five bands • 10 meters • 260 watts PEP
• Built-in power supply . . . AC and DC • Portable . . . only 26 pounds,
complete with handle, built-in speaker and mike • Designed and built with the
same ruggedness, reliability and craftsmanship that has made Swan a household
name the world over.

And coming very soon will be another star in the Swan line, the 270 deluxe.
Everything that the 260 has, plus many additional features for those who can pay
a little more. The 270 will sell for $495.00, still a low price for a complete station.
And if you need an antenna, Henry Radio can make that a simple matter with its
cost saving Antenna Package Program.

We know it's hard to believe, but come on in to a Henry Radio Store for a demon-
stration. If you can’t come in . . . write or phone. We’ll give you more information,
terms, and will ship anywhere.

EASY FINANCING • 10% DOWN OR TRADE-IN DOWN • NO FINANCE CHARGE IF
PAID IN 90 DAYS • GOOD RECONDITIONED APPARATUS • Nearly all makes & models.
Our reconditioned equipment carries a 15 day trial, 90 day warranty and may be traded back
within 90 days for full credit toward the purchase of NEW equipment. Write for bulletin.

TED HENRY (W6OUU) BOB HENRY (WØARA) WALT HENRY (W6NRV)

Henry Radio Stores

CALL DIRECT . . . USE AREA CODE

Butler, Missouri, 64730 816 679-3127
11240 W. Olympic, Los Angeles, Calif., 90064 213 477-6701
931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif., 92801 714 772-9200

"World's Largest Distributor of Amateur Radio Equipment"
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Some comments from warranty cards by owners of DRAKE TR-4 SIDEBAND TRANSCEIVERS

"The TR-4 is the best rig I have ever known to be made. Glad to own one."
Dan Tangorra, WA7FWH
Tacoma, Wash.

"Finally got what I wanted!"
Ronald E. Lyons, WB2BQX
Oakhurst, N. J.

"A superb piece of equipment, no comments necessary."
C. G. Noakes, G3UHR/VO2
Labrador City, Newfoundland

"Great rig—First contact was an ON5 in Belgium."
Bill Busse, WA9TUM
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

"Running it with a Mosley "Classic" beam and proves a most fine and nice transceiver. Really proud of it."
Orlando Escudero O., CE-3-0E
Santiago, Chile

"Looks good—sounds good—very well pleased with performance."
Wayne M. Sorenson, WABETL
St. Paul, Minn.

"Have had Drake 2B for three years. Knew that TR-4 was same Good Stuff."
Charles E. Bishop, WABF2T
Columbus, Ohio

"Just what I always wanted."
Daniel N. Hamilton, WA4WXQ
Ashland, Va.

"Why not build a good 6 Meter SSB & AM Transceiver . . . hurry up, I'm waiting."
Harold A. Zick, WA9IPZ
Creve Coeur, Ill.

"Excellent equipment."
W. T. Newell, WB6JZU
Palm Springs, Calif.

"O.K. 100 x 100. RV-4: O.K./W-4: O.K./ L-4: O.K. Very Good!"
Francisco Fau Campmany, TI-2-FAU
San Jose de Costa Rica

"A beautiful piece of equipment. My second piece of Drake. The first was a 2-B and this sold one friend an R-4 receiver and another a TR-4. We are Drake-minded here in town. Many thanks."
Charles E. Boschen Jr., WA4WXR
Ashland, Va.

"I'm sure this, like the other Drake equipment I have, is the finest money can buy. YOU MAY QUOTE ME ON THAT."
C. E. (Ed) Duncan, WA4BRU
Greenville, S. C.

"I'm a real happy man with it. Does a real good job of getting thru."
Jerome D. Lasher, W2RHL
Hamburg, N. Y.

"Replaces my TR-3."
D. G. Reekie, VE6AFS
Calgary Alberta Canada

"Finest performing gear I have ever had the pleasure of operating."
Milton C. Carter, W2TRF
Lakewood, N. J.

"PS Several months have passed . . . I now employ TR-4 as mobile unit and base station. I have logged more than 1000 contacts, many being rare DX. I am looking forward to owning a second unit to be used strictly for mobile. To date TR-4 has been trouble-free."
Milton C. Carter, W2TRF
Lakewood, N. J.

"Well pleased."
Rev. James Mohn, W3CKD
Lilltzt, Pa.

"I am delighted with Drake gear. This is the second of your transceivers for me. I have used a TR-3 in my car for about 2½ years—only trouble: replacing a fuse!"
Guy N. Woods, WA4KCN
Memphis, Tenn.

"Ask the ham who owns a Drake TR-4"

. . . or write for details . . .

Dept. 458 R. L. DRAKE COMPANY 540 Richard St., Miamisburg, Ohio 45342
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If you were asked to generate a generous amount of rf power you'd probably ask, "at what frequency?" For the high frequencies, it would be transistors or vacuum tubes; at vhf you could add varactors. For microwave you would tend to think in terms of large klystrons, magnetrons . . . or semiconductors that use drift time in their operation such as klystrons use transit time.

The first of the semiconductor devices to actually work was built by Ian Gunn at IBM in 1963. In the basic Gunn-effect device, a simple wafer of n-type gallium arsenide—without junctions—generates microwaves directly when a voltage is placed across it. When a constant voltage is applied to the material, the current through it fluctuates wildly at an extremely rapid rate, although somewhat randomly; however, if the semiconductor wafer is thin (about 0.005 inch or less) the current no longer fluctuates in a random fashion, but rises and falls in a cyclic way. Presto: microwave energy.

The fundamental frequency range of Gunn-effect oscillators is 5 to 35 GHz, although the Gunn device is not a narrow band gadget. On the contrary, the frequency is governed by the circuit. The active semiconductor material has a natural resonant frequency, so if it is imbedded in a completely resistive load, it will oscillate at its natural frequency. If the material is connected into a tuned circuit, it is possible to change the frequency and provide essentially a widely tunable oscillator.

What about power output? Not too bad; there are continuous-wave Gunn oscillators available which provide nearly a half a watt at 10,000 MHz. If you are willing to go to pulse, you can obtain about 50 watts at the same frequency with increasing amounts of power as you slide down the spectrum, going up to a kilowatt or so at 5000 MHz.

If you think the Gunn-effect device sounds interesting, consider one of the other microwave-generating diodes. The avalanche type or IMPATT diode (for IMPact Avalanche Transit Time) is just one; IMPATT diode oscillators operate because of a negative resistance that results from a combination of internal secondary emission and bunched current carriers (electrons and holes) that drift through the solid-state material and deliver rf power by causing an external circuit current 180° out of phase with the applied voltage. The main disadvantages of IMPATT devices are high noise and low efficiency—on the order of 5%. The CW output powers of IMPATT diodes are slightly higher than Gunn devices and pulse powers are about the same.

Although these diodes are bound to whet your appetite for more information, there is one device that is even more interesting: silicon avalanche diodes have been built that have several hundred watts output in the 400 to 1250 MHz range! Results are so good they do not agree with theory for these devices so they are called—most appropriately—anomalous diodes. As an example of a device of this type, at a frequency of 425 MHz, the output power was 435 watts with a 164-volt supply at 12 amps. This represents an efficiency of 22%, low by vacuum-tube standards, but the same diodes oscillated at 10,000 MHz (in the IMPATT mode) with their ordinary efficiencies of less than 5%.

So far I haven't mentioned cost—for good reason—it's high; so was the varactor when Sam Harris described the first practical parametric amplifier ten years ago, but that didn't stop interested amateurs from getting devices for their own experiments.

Jim Fisk, W1DTY
Editor
Two rugged Eimac 3-500Z high-mu triodes are featured in Henry Radio's new 2K-3 linear amplifier. Henry designed the amplifier around versatile Eimac power tubes because these popular triodes are ideal for grounded-grid operation at the 2 kW PEP SSB input level, and at the 1 kW DC input level for CW, AM and RTTY. Users of this new Henry rig will enjoy a conservative plate dissipation rating of 1000 watts for year-in, year-out reliability under key-down service. Henry's choice should be your choice. For more information on the 3-500Z and on Eimac's line of power tubes for advanced transmitters, write Eimac Amateur Services Department or contact your nearest Varian/Eimac distributor.

Ted Henry needed a rugged linear triode. So he came to us.
a grounded-grid
two-kilowatt pep amplifier

This "full-house" linear
uses a pair
of 3-500Z's
in a highly
efficient circuit—
W6SAI
designs it for you
and
explains its operation
The popularity of the grounded-grid amplifier is well established. This interesting circuit combines high efficiency, good linearity, and minimum expense—three attributes not usually found together in one amplifier. A quick on-the-air check reveals that an amazingly large number of amateurs are using grounded-grid amplifiers and, judging from the robust signals, are having much success with them.

the grounded grid

To the uninitiated the grounded-grid or cathode-driven circuit is puzzling. A simplified sketch of this amplifier is shown in Fig. 1. The driving signal is applied to the filament, or cathode, and the grid is at ground potential, thus acting as a shield between input and output. When the cathode is driven negative, the grid is positive with respect to the cathode, and plate current flows. The driving voltage is thus added to the plate voltage, and the resultant increase in power input to the stage appears as feed-through power in the plate circuit. The plate circuit is conventional, being either parallel-tuned or the more popular pi or pi-L network.

At first glance it might appear that the grid receives no exciting signal. The driving voltage is developed between the grid and cathode of the tube, and it matters little which of these two elements is at ground potential. That is to say, the grounded-grid amplifier may be thought of as a grid-driven amplifier “standing on its head.” This is not strictly correct, as other factors such as feed-through power and grid-lead inductance enter the picture. However, if you understand the conventional grid-driven amplifier, you can understand the grounded-grid amplifier. The fact that the grid is at ground potential should cause you no distress.

If a well-shielded triode having a reasonably high amplification factor is used in the grounded-grid amplifier, neutralizing circuits and bulky bias supplies can be eliminated, reducing the amplifier stage to the basic essentials needed to make it function properly. The new Eimac 3-500Z, and its older companion the 3-400Z, are ideally suited to this class of service. They combine the characteristics mentioned above with modest cost, providing more watts output per dollar.

Of interest to the user is that the drive requirements of a grounded-grid, 2-kilowatt PEP amplifier using a pair of these tubes is of the order of the output power level of typical amateur exciters and transceivers; that is, in the 100-watt PEP region. Bulky and expensive power absorbers between amplifier and exciter aren’t required. Best of all, a portion of the drive power appears as output in the grounded-grid amplifier. This almost repeals the ancient law that says “You can’t get something for nothing.” In this case, it is nearly true!

A pair of 3-500Z or 3-400Z power triodes will run comfortably at 2 kilowatts input PEP (1000 watts average power) under continuous ratings in CW, ssb or RTTY service without distress. “Fireman-quick” tune-up style, wherein the equipment must be tuned up in 30 seconds or less else the whole works goes up in a puff of smoke, is not necessary. This fire drill may have an element of excitement about it, but it can result in tube casualties when done in a
hurry, or under pressure, as in the closing moments of a DX contest. Adequate plate dissipation, on the other hand, is insurance against catastrophe from operator panic or error and provides a comfortable margin of safety that leads to equipment reliability and lower operator blood pressure.

**two-kw pep amplifier**

The Eimac 3-400Z and 3-500Z tubes are air-cooled power triodes designed for zero-bias, class-B rf amplifier service. They are particularly well-suited for ssb linear amplifier service. Intermodulation distortion products are 30 dB or better below one tone of a two-tone test signal for either tube type. A comparison of the 3-400Z and 3-500Z types is given in Eimac Amateur Service Bulletin number 35.*

A circuit for either the 3-400Z or 3-500Z is shown in fig. 2. The tubes are cathode driven with grids at both rf and dc ground potential. A tuned-cathode network achieves an optimum impedance match to the exciter and reduces intermodulation distortion to a minimum. The plate pi-network circuit is suitable for operation on amateur bands between 80 and 10 meters. Separate meters monitor grid and plate current. A VOX-operated circuit reduces plate dissipation during standby. Power output is better than 1200 watts PEP on all bands, and driving power is about 75 watts PEP. Plate potentials between 2500 and 3000 may be used, with reduced output for plate voltages as low as 2000.

**the plate circuit**

The amplifier plate circuit may be of several forms. The easy and more expensive assembly is to use a bandswitching pi-network inductor. The less-expensive but time-consuming procedure is to make your own bandswitching network from commercially available coil stock, copper tubing and a heavy-duty switch. Either approach will work well, and your choice will probably be made on an economic basis. Data for either type of circuit is given in the parts list, table 2.

One idea that hasn’t been popularized is designing the amplifier for single-band oper-

---

*Available from the author upon request.

---

**table 1. Cathode circuit components.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1, 10 meters</td>
<td>0.15 µH, 4 turns number-14 AWG enamelled wire on 3/4” form, 3/4” long (National XR-50 form); parallel capacitance: 200 pF, 1 kV silver mica; resonate to 28.7 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2, 15 meters</td>
<td>0.15 µH, Same as T1, resonate to 21.3 MHz with 470-pF, 1-kV silver-mica capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3, 20 meters</td>
<td>0.31 µH, 6 turns number-14 AWG enamelled wire on National XR-50 form; parallel capacitance: 470 pF, 1 kV silver mica; resonate to 14.3 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4, 40 meters</td>
<td>0.31 µH, Same as T3, resonate to 7.2 MHz with 940 pF (two 470 pF, 1 kV silver micas in parallel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5, 80 meters</td>
<td>1.3 µH, 13 turns number-18 AWG enamelled wire on National XR-50 form; parallel capacitance: 940 pF, as in T4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**table 2. Plate circuit components.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combination</th>
<th>Inductor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>B&amp;W 850A bandswitching inductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Air-Dux 195-2 pi-inductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Homemade tapped inductor; 80 meters, 13.5 µH; 40 meters, 6.5 µH; 20 meters, 1.75 µH; 15 meters, 1.0 µH; 10 meters, 0.8 µH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combinations 2 and 3 should be tapped and trimmed to resonate as follows: 80 meters, 210 pF; 40 meters, 105 pF; 20 meters, 52 pF; 15 meters, 30 pF; 10 meters, 30 pF. Inductor should be parallel resonated and grid dipped with these capacitance values before placement in circuit. For combination 3, the 10-, 15- and 20-meter coil should be wound with 3/16-inch diameter copper tubing, and the 80- and 40-meter coil wound with number-12 AWG wire.

---

*Available from the author upon request.*
C1 250 pF, 4.5 kV (Johnson 154-16)
C2 1500 pF (LaPointe Industries, Rockville, Connecticut, type J-1500-S-30)
C3 500 pF, 2500-volt mica (surplus)
C4 .001 μF, 5 kV (Centralab 858S-1000)
C5, C6 .01 μF, 500-V mica (two ElMenco CM-3C in parallel)
C7, C8 .001 μF, 6 to 10 kV (Centralab DD60-102)
L1, L2 see table 2
PC1, PC2 three 100-ohm, 2-watt carbon resistors in parallel (Ohmite “Little Devil”); three turns number 14 spacewound around one resistor
RFC1 100 μH, 1A (B&W 800)
RFC2 1.7 μH (J. W. Miller RFC-144 or Ohmite Z-144) homemade: approximately 20 turns number-28 AWG enamelled wire wound on 100k, 2-watt resistor
RFC3 for series filament operation: 12½ bifilar turns number-12 AWG enamelled wire wound on ferrite core 3” long, ½” diameter (Indiana General CF-503, Newark electronics catalog number 59F-1521); notch core with file and snap to break for parallel operation: overwind third winding with number-18 AWG enamelled wire (see photo)
S1 single-pole, 12-position ceramic switch, 7 kV test (Radio Switch Corporation, Marlboro, New Jersey, type 86A)
S2 single-pole, six-position ceramic switch (Centralab PA-2001)
T1 - T5 see table 1
T6 series filament operation: 10 volts at 15 A (Thordarson 21F-146); parallel operation: 5 volts at 30 A (Chicago-Stencor P-6468)
ation. If your station operation (or the greater portion of it) is confined to a single hf band, a worthwhile reduction in cost may be achieved by constructing the amplifier for single-band operation. In this case, only one tuned input circuit is used, and the other transformers and switch S-2 may be omitted. The plate circuit may be simplified to a single tank coil, and the expensive and rather bulky plate switch may be omitted, along with the problem of placing the proper taps on the bandswitching coil. No hard and fast rules apply, and the choice is yours.

**the input circuit**

This is the feature that really distinguishes the grounded-grid amplifier from its conventional grounded cathode counterpart. A fixed-tuned cathode circuit is used, with each input circuit (T1 through T5) tuned to the center of each band (table 1). A grid dip meter is used for resonating the cathode circuits. Each circuit should be peaked before it's installed.

Because the cathode circuit replaces the grid circuit as the input system to the amplifier, the cathode circuit must be isolated from ground. This means that cathode voltage has to be applied through an rf choke.

![Fig. 3. Filament choke for parallel filament connection. Core material is Q-1 type having a permeability of 125 at 1 MHz.](image)

These chokes are available commercially, but are rather expensive. Why not make your own?

The filaments may be operated either in series, as in fig. 2, or in parallel (fig. 3). Series operation requires a current balancing ratio of 125 at 1 MHz. My core is one-half inch in diameter and three inches long. (The choke in the photo was wound on a two-inch-long core, which makes winding a bit tight; a slightly longer core makes the winding job easier.) I used 121/2 turns of number-12 AWG enamelled wire, bifilar wound, and held in place with epoxy cement. If you want to use series-connected filaments, wind another layer using number-18 AWG enamelled wire. Wind it over the primary. Epoxy cement will hold it in place. Tin the end of each winding and apply tape as shown in the photo. The assembled choke is extremely rugged when the epoxy dries, and you turn to the junction of the series filaments. This means a third winding is needed on the isolation choke. Here's how to make your choke.

**the cathode choke**

Use a ferrite core, but beware of the transistor-radio ferrites used for loopstick antennas. They won't work in this application and are inferior at higher frequencies. I used Q-1 ferrite material with a permeability ra-
will save at least $5.00 by making your own. If the filaments are series-connected for 10-volt operation, the tertiary winding on the filament choke must make a connection between the center tap of the filament transformer and the junction between the series-connected tube filaments. If this connection is omitted, the filament voltages for the two tubes will not necessarily be balanced, as one tube may draw slightly more current than the other. Manufacturing tolerances permit a current variation of about five percent between two tubes of this size. It's therefore possible for one tube to absorb the filament voltage at the expense of the other. Parallel filament operation eliminates this problem. However, 10-volt filament transformers are sometimes easier to obtain than 5-volt units.

the grid circuit

This circuit, by careful inspection of the schematic, is almost nonexistent. All three grid pins of each tube socket are grounded to the amplifier chassis. The proper Eimac air-system socket and chimney should be used, regardless of your choice of tubes. The less-expensive ceramic socket often used with tubes of this type applies too much lateral force to the base pins and glass header. The Eimac SK-410 socket has special, flexible connectors that allow the tube to move about. This equalizes any stress when plugging the tube into the socket. Also, this socket has small slots in the shell through which grounding straps may be passed to permit a short, low-inductance ground connection to grid pins 2, 3 and 4.

the metering circuit

You may wonder, "How is grid current measured when the grid is directly grounded?" The answer is that grid current may be measured in the grid return circuit to the tube filaments. Grid meter M1 handles this chore. The grid circuit electron flow, then, is from filament to grid within the tube, from grid to ground, from ground to the negative terminal of meter M1, through the meter, then from the positive terminal of meter M1 to the filament center tap.

The plate-current meter may be handled similarly. Instead of placing it in series with the B-plus lead, which may be highly dangerous, the meter is in the B-minus return lead to the power supply. No grid current flows through plate meter and no plate current flows through grid meter. This circuit is shown in fig. 4.

standby and vox control

The amplifier should be turned off to conserve power during listening periods and to reduce diode noise in the receiver. Under certain conditions, it's possible for large transmitting tubes in standby to generate a powerful hiss when they pass resting plate current. Normally, you don't hear this unless a T-R switch is used, but it can be a nuisance and is often noticed even when coaxial antenna changeover relays are used.

Common practice calls for the amplifier plate supply to run during standby, with the transmitter energized by the voice-controlled (VOX) system. A number of alternatives, then, present themselves to solve the diode noise problem and allow effective VOX control.

The schematic of fig. 2 shows the filament circuit interrupted by two terminals (A-B). When these are open, the amplifier is in a cut-off mode, and no amplifier plate current flows. I don't recommend the amplifier be used under these conditions, but fig. 5
illustrates several acceptable circuits that may be used across terminals A-B to do the job.

Fig. 5A shows A-B shorted, in which the amplifier operates normally, with no VOX control and no provision for reducing noise. Fig. 5B shows the VOX relay contacts in parallel with a 10-k ohm, 10-W bias resistor. When the VOX relay is in standby, its contacts are open, and the resistor is in the filament-return circuit. A small plate-current flow through this resistor creates a voltage drop across the resistor. This applies a negative blocking bias to the amplifier grids. The standby plate current is thus reduced to near zero, and the noise is eliminated. When the VOX circuit is energized, the relay contacts short circuit the bias resistor. Amplifier operation then returns to normal.

Fig. 5C shows how a zener reduces amplifier standby plate current. At a plate potential of 3000 volts, for example, the 3-500Z and 3-400Z resting plate currents are 160 mA and 100 mA respectively. This corresponds to a plate dissipation of 480 watts and 300 watts. Unless VOX bias is used, this amount of dissipation per tube can warm the operating room and run up the power bill in short order. Addition of a zener provides a few volts of regulated bias, which reduces plate current to a moderate value. Standby plate dissipation is reduced accordingly.

Fig. 5D shows the use of both circuits. The VOX relay and resistor bias provide near zero standby plate current, and the zener provides low static resting plate current when the amplifier is activated. If asked for my circuit preference, I'd vote for the circuit in fig. 5B. The addition of the bias, in my opinion, is "gilding the lily," unless the power supply is of marginal rating and every extra watt must be carefully conserved, or unless you want to reduce cabinet temperature during extended periods.

the air cooling circuit

Until some genius miniaturizes the watt, a means will be necessary to remove the heat generated in an amplifier of this size. When you realize that the filaments of the two tubes have a power capacity of 145 watts, and the total plate dissipation may reach 1000 watts during the tune-up process, you can appreciate that the amplifier cabinet temperature may reach astounding propor-

![Diagram](image_url)
or plate seals overheating. A few pennies saved in the purchase of the proper blower is false economy, indeed, and may lead to premature tube failure after a few hundred hours.

**circuit stability**

The grounded-grid amplifier is inherently a degenerative circuit, and the grid shields the input from the output circuit very effectively. The builder, however, is responsible for feedback occurring around the tube caused by coupling between input and output circuits. If sufficient coupling exists, it's possible for a fundamental frequency parasitic oscillation to occur. Proper amplifier shielding and correct isolation of power leads will eliminate this problem.

![fig. 6. Power supply connections for proper “floating B-minus” circuit. Negative of supply is lifted above ground a few volts by the 10-ohm resistor.](image)

The circuit shown in fig. 2 has each power lead bypassed at the terminal board on the amplifier. Coaxial input and output rf connectors are used. If the cable run to the power supply is rather long, it's a good idea to run the leads in shielded cable. The B-plus lead can be a length of RG-8/U coaxial line, with the shield grounded at both ends.

The power supply B-minus circuit is above ground because plate meter M2 is in the return lead. A protective resistor should be in the power supply, as shown in fig. 6, to keep the supply from getting too far above ground.

The tuned-cathode transformers should be in a shielded enclosure to separate them from the rf currents and fields in the output circuit. There are several ways of doing this. One is to enclose the amplifier underchassis completely making it airtight. The blower is mounted on the rear wall of the enclosure, transforming it into a plenum chamber, with the air exhausted through the tube sockets. The cathode circuit, in turn, is automatically shielded by the enclosure.

On the other hand, if the underchassis area is not pressurized, and the air is conducted separately to each tube socket by hoses, the cathode circuit should be in a shielded enclosure that affords proper ventilation. This can be done with a cover shield made of perforated aluminum sheet. With both grid and plate circuits properly shielded, minimum intrastage coupling will exist.

A good way to determine the amount and degree of intrastage coupling is to observe the action of the grid and plate meters after the amplifier has been tuned and loaded. If the stage is operating properly, maximum grid current and minimum loaded plate current will occur at the same setting of the plate tuning capacitor. If, on the other hand, grid current reaches maximum when the plate circuit is slightly detuned from resonance, it's an indication that unwanted feedback exists from plate to grid. A small amount of unwanted coupling probably will do no harm, but instability may often be found in such an instance, particularly on the 10- and 15-meter bands. If the degree of coupling is great enough, the amplifier will break into oscillation at the operating frequency. Judicious use of proper shielding can easily eliminate this problem.

**parasitic oscillation**

Most modern tubes perform well into the vhf region and demonstrate ample gain and efficiency, even though they may be designed primarily for high-frequency operation. The 3-400Z and 3-500Z are no exceptions. High-frequency circuit and construction techniques, however, usually create a condition wherein input and output circuits are not especially well shielded or otherwise isolated from each other at frequencies above 100 MHz or so.

This isn't surprising, as the amplifier is not designed to work in this portion of the spectrum. The upshot of this combination
of forces is that the tube is capable of amplifying (and oscillating) in the vhf region. Unless steps are taken to prevent it, this very oscillation will occur. Auxiliary neutralizing circuits may be added to suppress the tendency to oscillate, or, more simply, the parasitic circuit may be loaded to suppress the oscillation. This is most easily done by dropping the plate voltage in half with the aid of a variable voltage transformer in the power supply primary. If all looks well, the voltage may be raised a bit and the test repeated. The most drastic parasitic test of all is to boost plate voltage about 30 percent above normal while the test is being run. Higher-than-normal plate voltage raises the power gain of a tube and enhances the tendency towards parasitic oscillation, if such tendency is present.

New Swan Mark II linear amplifier, designed to use either Eimac 3-400Z (foreground) or 3-500Z (installed in amplifier). The Swan incorporates zener bias to reduce zero-signal plate current of the 3-500Z tubes; bias may be switched out for the 3-400Z's.

The check for vhf parasitics is simple. The amplifier plate and filament voltages are applied, but excitation is not. Observe the resting plate current and grid-current, then tune the plate-tuning capacitor and loading capacitor at random. If parasitics are absent, the meter readings will remain unchanged. If, however, the amplifier exhibits a tendency toward parasitic instability, a grid-current reading will be indicated, and a rise in resting plate current will be noted.

When a new item of equipment is being tested for the first time in this fashion, it
If a parasitic oscillation occurs, the plate circuit parasitic suppressors must be altered in unison until the amplifier is "cold." Addition of a turn or two to each suppressor coil is suggested as the first step. Too many turns on the coil will cause the suppressor resistor to overheat, particularly on the 10-meter band. A proper compromise between suppressor heating and parasitic suppression can be worked out without too much effort.

amplifier tuning and adjustment

Once the amplifier has been tested and is free of parasitic oscillation, it is ready for final adjustment and tuning. Using a grid-dip oscillator, the cathode circuits may be tuned to frequency before they are installed and will need no further tuning. A check of these should show each to be resonant at about the mid-frequency point of each amateur band.

Adjustment of the pi-network output circuit may also be approximated with the aid of the grid-dip oscillator. The output (loading) capacitor is set to the approximate value of capacitance for a particular band, the plate leads are attached to the tubes, and the plate tuning capacitor varied to provide resonance on a grid-dip oscillator coupled to the network coil. Settings of tuning and loading capacitors should be logged. A dummy antenna and power output device (an swr meter, for example) are attached to the amplifier, as is the exciter. Plate voltage is applied, and a small amount of drive (carrier) is introduced into the amplifier. The plate tuning capacitor is adjusted for maximum indication on the power output meter.

The idea is to achieve maximum power output with proper grid and plate currents, combined with a minimum of grid drive. This is how you do it:

As an example, assume the amplifier has a pair of 3-500Z tubes operating at 2500 volts. To achieve 2000 watts PEP input (usually assumed to equal 1000 watts under voice conditions) the amplifier must be tuned and loaded at the 2000-watt level, unless some rather sophisticated test equipment is at hand. Accordingly, 800 mA of plate current must be run to the two tubes, and the data sheet for the 3-500Z shows a grid current of 120 mA per tube, or a total of 240 mA for two tubes at this power level.

Here we go! Carrier is gradually inserted, and the amplifier is loaded toward the target plate current of 800 mA. Grid current is deliberately held on the low side as a safety measure. Plate loading is increased (pi-network output capacitance decreased), plate tuning is resonated and grid drive is slowly raised. At resonance we approach 700 mA plate current and 200 mA grid current. Tuning is "on the beam." Loading is juggled a bit to peak power output, and cathode drive is boosted a bit. The plate current is now 800 mA, grid current is 220 mA, and power output drops if loading is either increased or decreased. Power output also drops sharply when excitation is reduced. Under these conditions, the amplifier is loaded to 2000 watts dc input with the proper plate loading and with the correct ratio of cathode drive to plate loading.

Excitation is now removed, grid current drops to zero, and plate current returns to zero-signal value. Now, instead of a steady-carrier driving signal, a voice signal is impressed onto the amplifier. Voice gain is raised until voice peaks occasionally hit 400 mA. This indicates a "dc meter reading" of 1000 watts peak input (2500 volts at 400 mA). The PEP input, if viewed on an oscilloscope, would be in the neighborhood of 2000 watts or so. Grid current, under voice conditions, will peak about 110 mA.

Note that to establish a 2000-watt PEP input condition, the amplifier must be loaded and adjusted at the 2000-watt PEP level. This is extremely important; it must be capable of handling 2000-watt peak signals without distortion. It is wise to use an oscilloscope to monitor voice peaks and ensure that over-excitation or "flat-topping" of the signal does not occur.

The experienced operator will find that the combination of grid current and power output indications are important adjuncts to proper tuning. Once the proper tuning and loading technique is mastered, adjustment of a linear amplifier will be simple and uncomplicated.
signal detection
and
communication
in the presence
of white noise

Many years ago, when radio started, the detection of signals was receiver-sensitivity limited, since rf amplifying devices were not known. When these devices came about, it was found that receiving sensitivity was limited by natural and man-made interference rather than by the ever-present thermal noise of the antenna and its environment. This is still true for all but the higher amateur bands.

During the past several years new communications modes such as moonbounce, troposcatter and meteorscatter have become popular with pioneering radio amateurs. These modes have in common tremendous path losses ranging up to 280 dB, and all operate against a background of white (or thermal) noise. With receiver or antenna noise a limiting factor on one side and transmitter power and antenna size on the other, much brain power has been expended by amateur and professional alike to develop improved signal processing techniques and coding systems to achieve maximum performance.

Many claims have been made by amateurs for particular “circuits” that will pull signals out of the noise, “cancel” the noise, etc. Some of these claims are true, while others are oversimplifications and not ap-
The problem

Let’s assume that we have reduced the incoming thermal noise to the lowest possible amount by low-noise antennas, feedlines and receiver front ends. What we’ve done is reduce the noise power spectral density in the frequency band of interest. This quantity is measured in watts per Hz of bandwidth. Let the problem now be: given this background of thermal noise density, how can we detect signals and communicate by modulating the signal in some way?

cw transmission

For ease of understanding we’ll start with the simple proposition of detecting the presence of a transmitted rf carrier. Let’s assume the carrier is transmitted at constant amplitude and constant frequency. At first glance it might appear that a bandpass filter of arbitrarily narrow bandwidth in the receiver would be the optimum choice for highest sensitivity, since the amount of noise in the filter bandwidth can be reduced to as low a value as necessary for detection of the carrier. Unfortunately this is not true.

Between transmitter and receiver exists a transmission path that always modifies the transmitted signal. Such phenomena as fading, scintillation, Doppler shifts, and multipath modify the signal in the direction of increased bandwidth. The best receiving system, then, is that which maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio (snr) for the received
signal; not the one being transmitted. A filter that maximizes the ratio of signal power to noise power is commonly called a matched filter. Such a filter for the above case would be one with a response approximately as wide as the signal spectrum; however, the exact frequency response of the filter is similar to the power spectrum curve of the signal being received. I won't go into the exact mathematics here, because we don't ordinarily know enough about a specific path at a given time to really shape the filter curve for optimum snr. Besides, the snr is not too sensitive to changes in the shape of the filter curve.

Typically, the output of the filter is then displayed on a chart recorder or scope. The signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the low-pass filter can be computed by the following relationship:

$$\frac{S}{N_{out}} = \left( \frac{S}{N} \right)^2 \sqrt{\frac{B}{2\Delta f}}$$

where

- $B = i-f$ bandwidth.
- $\Delta f = lowpass$ filter bandwidth.

**pre- and postdetection**

Let's assume we've put into the receiver i-f this approximately matched filter, yet the signal-to-noise ratio is not high enough to detect the cw carrier. Can anything be done to improve snr using additional processing? Yes, but the price paid for improved detection capability is a drastic increase in time-to-detection. The additional processing techniques are called postdetection integration.

Basically, they all involve reading the long-term value of the noise and thereby detecting small increases of power caused by the presence of extremely low-level signals. They are nonlinear systems, and the output signal-to-noise ratio is not proportional to the input signal amplitude.

The implementation of postdetection systems is always to rectify the i-f, rf, or audio (in a heterodyne receiver) and smooth the resulting dc in a low-pass filter. It's intuitively apparent that the longer the time constant of the filter, the easier it is to detect a small change in average signal plus noise. Typically, the output of the filter is then displayed on a chart recorder or scope. The signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the low-pass filter can be computed by the following relationship:

Note that the i-f signal-to-noise ratio appears as a square term in the equation, so that even very large values of integration times produce only a small reduction in permissible i-f snr. The time-to-detection can go clear out of sight before there is a significant output signal-to-noise ratio or improvement in sensitivity.

While the equation is exact, it has to be applied to a system with care. If the signal amplitude is not constant you can't put in a fixed number for the i-f snr. To be exact you must integrate over a period of time. The low-pass filter bandwidth in a system involving a recorder and a human observer is really the combination of the electrical filter and the brain of the observer looking at the chart.

In a practical system the observer may be contributing most of the filtering.* I've found with systems of this type that there is little point in using integration times over 2 seconds on a cw carrier. With rapidly fad-

---

* And, depending on the observer, some of the noise.
ing moon echoes I prefer an integration time of 0.5 second, doing mental filtering on the chart output.

As a point of reference I estimate that the signal path contributes about 10 to 20 Hz of additional bandwidth on amplitude modulation. As an example, a cw system designed for highest sensitivity on moon echoes would use a predetection filter with bandwidth appropriate to the band used (20 Hz on 1296), followed by a postdetection in-

integator of between 0.1 and 0.5 second, followed by a recording device and the operator's mental filter. This is the optimum technique, and no fancy gadgets or trick circuits can do better than that.

practical considerations

In order to keep small drifts in receiver gain from affecting the recording, most people use two different audio filters and two rectifiers in a bucking arrangement working into an integrator, so that the output is normally zero in either filter with no carrier. Since the noise output from the two filters adds, while the dc component cancels, the snr of this system is 3 dB worse than that with the single i-f filter. This is well worthwhile, though, to obtain system stability.

If frequency-shift keying is used, performance is identical to a keyed carrier in a single filter. A less-popular technique is to have a reference noise source at the receiver input and synchronously switch it and a pair of rectifiers at the integrator input to cancel receiver gain drifts. This is the technique used by radio astronomers. For cw use it's more difficult to implement and no better in sensitivity. (See fig. 1).

A disadvantage of the Dicke system is that it can't discriminate against radar interference. The two-frequency technique does discriminate, because the radar pulse adds to both channels equally if they have the same bandwidth.

predetection filter schemes

The two-meter moonbounce enthusiast might wonder how to implement a two-to-five-Hz bandwidth filter for the predetection (i-f) circuit. There are several possible methods:

1. Use a circuit similar to a Q multiplier, but at audio frequencies. This requires well-regulated supplies and a temperature-stable transistor circuit. Any transistor oscillator circuit will do if adjusted for class-A operation and if the feedback is adjusted to a point just before oscillation.

2. Use a passive RC circuit; with good components and regulated supplies, this circuit is capable of about 1-Hz bandwidth. Its operation is similar to that of the Q multiplier concept in method number 1.

3. Use a digital filter (shown in fig. 2). This is the ac equivalent of a synchronous detector. It's extremely stable and can generate an arbitrary narrow response. I've built some of these with 0.1-Hz bandwidth at 1 kHz. Their resonant frequency is that of the ac source driving them. Some care is required in layout to avoid coupling the oscillator output into the amplifier input. Their Q depends on the basic cutoff frequency; the lower the cutoff frequency, the higher the Q. This network can't oscillate by itself.

4. Use a synchronous detector followed by a low-pass filter. This is equivalent to another heterodyne process, translating the high audio frequencies to near dc, where they can be filtered without high-Q devices. This is a
very useful device if phase coherence exists between the drive source and the carrier. It is more difficult to use than method number 3.

Other considerations in choosing your predetection bandwidth are transmitter and receiver stability and the search problem with a too-narrow system. At 1296 MHz, 50-Hz bandwidth is probably as low as you can go and be sure the carrier is centered in the passband. At two meters a system of a few Hz bandwidth should be practical.

Fig. 3 shows a system that I am using on 1296 MHz. On moon echoes it is about 3 to 6 dB more sensitive than the human ear, with a 0.5-second integration time. Fig. 4 shows typical moon echoes with a 0.5-second integration time.

**pulsed systems**

Let's now consider pulsed systems. Can anything be gained by transmitting a high ratio of peak-to-average power? The answer is a qualified “yes” for the relatively low power in amateur transmissions.

In general, pulsed and cw systems can transmit the same information rate if both are limited by white noise, and both use the same average power, provided each system is not limited by path a-m or fm. Both pulsed and cw radars perform identically with respect to maximum range and time-to-detection if both use the same average power.

However, for very high average power, transmission lines and antennas can't support the energy without breakdown. It's much easier to handle high average power if the peak-to-average power ratio is small. For these reasons new, long-range, high-performance radars use the cw mode. Range and range rate data are obtained by pulse compression at the receiver.

These radars are sometimes called “chirp radars.” They transmit a “long” pulse of linear frequency. At the receiver the long pulse goes into a special filter that has a delay which also changes linearly with frequency to generate a short, high-peak power pulse. This overcomes the peak power limitations of the antenna and feedlines. These filters are very critical and are not yet within the realm of amateur work.

To show the equivalence of the cw and pulsed modes, let me go through an example. Assume two transmitters of equal average power output, no path modulation, and both transmitters operating for a 1-second interval. Allowable time-to-detection is one second.

Since we have an allowable “waiting time” of one second, corresponding to an information rate of one bit per second, the best pulse repetition rate is one pulse per second, because signal power is maximized in each pulse.

The optimum cw bandwidth for a 1-second “long” pulse is 1 Hz. (This is again the bandwidth of a matched filter.) It can be shown that the shortest pulse length an amplifier can produce as useful output is equal to 1/B seconds, where B is the bandwidth in Hz. Conversely, the bandwidth for a pulse of any length, L, that will maximize the snr is equal to 1/L.

For the pulsed transmitter, the bandwidth required for maximum i-f snr varies proportionally with the peak power and inversely with the pulse length. As the noise power increases in the i-f bandwidth, the i-f snr is constant for any pulse length between zero and one second. On the surface one might think that pulse transmission can offer a tremendous increase in snr for a given average power level. Short-duration, high-power pulses could be used in conjunction with a gate to remove the noise during quiescent periods, resulting in a high snr during gate-on periods.

In the real world, with path distortion due to a-m or fm, it's a different matter. If the receiver bandwidth is chosen on the basis of the path rather than the desired information rate (as in the above example) there is much to be gained.

For the 1296-MHz system, we arrived at a bandwidth of 50 Hz for optimum detection. On the basis of information rate, however, we could live with a system transmitting one bit per second. For these conditions, then, a system transmitting one pulse per second with a pulse width of 20 milliseconds would be about optimum. This system would have a 17-dB improvement over the cw threshold.
It may be easy to generate such long pulses, but there is also a question of legality for that amateur frequency. However, this does show what is possible. The mode would be legal on 2300 MHz and higher bands. The bandwidth of this system is no larger than that required for high-speed cw.

**further enhancement of snr**

The comments made earlier about postdetection systems still apply to pulse transmission. There is one other consideration with pulse transmission. The moon is of considerable size, and if a short pulse is sent up, the pulse will arrive at different points on the moon at different times. The reflected pulse is therefore stretched out in time. It turns out that the reflected pulse width is about 100 μs, which corresponds to a reflection from the near parts of the lunar disc only. Also, there’s a very much longer tail that corresponds to the full radius of the moon; however, the tail doesn’t contain much power.

**bandwidth reduction on moonbounce**

It would seem, then, that a bandpass filter of about 10 kHz bandwidth at the receiver should result in optimum snr, but this isn’t necessarily so. If the transmitted pulse has a width of 1 μs, corresponding to a bandwidth of 1 MHz, the returned pulse may be expanded. This will result in a significant loss in signal-to-noise ratio. However, if the pulse is much broader than this, the bandwidth reduction will be less significant.

\[
S/N_{out} = (S/N_1 f)^2 \sqrt{N}
\]

where \( N \) = number of pulses integrated.

**fig. 3.** Versatile postdetection system used at WB6IQM. The positions of S1 are A, low sensitivity, fast response (0.1 second); B, high sensitivity, slow response (0.5 second); C, maximum sensitivity, slow response (2 seconds). D is the echo accumulator position.
panded in time without a corresponding reduction in bandwidth due to the incoherent nature of the moon reflection.

It's not clear, from any of the papers I've read on the subject, as to how much of a bandwidth reduction does occur, if any. If no significant reduction in bandwidth occurs, pulses less than 100 μs wide aren't desirable since they actually force the receiver bandwidth up without the corresponding benefit of a short, high-peak power pulse to separate signal and noise.

If a considerable compression of bandwidth occurs due to the physical size of the moon, systems using short pulse widths may be as efficient as systems using longer pulses. There are a variety of planar triodes around that can generate power at good efficiency when pulsed as 2300-MHz amplifiers, so this appears to be a useful approach to low-cost power generation. It would even be possible to send short pulses spaced less than 100 μs and get essentially cw returns. However, in the absence of hard facts relating to the phase coherence of the moon at these frequencies, this must await expert opinion.

**voice transmission**

The optimum transmission mode for voice signals against a background of white noise is still surrounded by a lot of confusing statements, even in the professional literature. However, properly defined and stated, it is a closed subject. For amateur purposes we are interested in a system that requires the lowest amount of signal power at the receiver for good voice intelligibility; not high output signal-to-noise ratio. Some possible transmission modes to consider are single sideband suppressed carrier, a-m, narrowband fm, wideband fm, pulse code modulation, pulse amplitude modulation, pulse position modulation and others.²

If voice transmission systems are compared on the basis of peak and average power, ssb is the obvious choice. However, a-m is superior to wideband fm and equal to narrowband fm, on the basis of the same carrier power.

fig. 4. Chart recording of moon echoes received by WB6JOM on 31 May 1968.

fig. 5. Signal-to-noise ratio characteristics of various modes of communication.

The advantage of fm, PCM, PAM, etc., is that these systems have noise improvement properties. In all these systems, the output snr may be higher than that of the carrier. The price paid for this is a higher signal threshold below which there is no intelligibility. Fig. 5 compares the different systems qualitatively on the basis of equal input power to the receiver.

While the noise improvement property of
fm, etc., is important for data transmission and high fidelity entertainment, it doesn't help the voice intelligibility very much. On the graph of fig. 5 the voice intelligibility is already near 100 percent before the fm or pulse curves result in a larger snr than ssb.

**in summary**

Whether you listen to weak cw signals by ear or use a postdetection system and detect the signal by eye, it's extremely important to keep the system linear. The human brain is a very complex signal processor that can adapt itself optimally to a variety of signals, but only if you don't make decisions for it with relatively unsophisticated devices like level thresholds, keyed oscillators, or clipping circuits. Avoid all chances of clipping in the system, and particularly avoid level thresholds as in some popular "black box" devices.

The philosophy here is simply this: if you put a circuit in your black box that makes decisions about the presence or absence of signals, then you have presented your brain with a problem about which it has no choice other than to reject or accept the black box decision. This is probably not too bad if the noise ratio in a 25-50 Hz bandwidth (fig. 6). For signal detection of a carrier in white noise, about the best one can do is use a maximally flat (less than 1-dB ripple) 100-Hz to 1- or 2-kHz bandpass filter, with earphones or speaker that are also flat with frequency. Small resonances or peaks are quite distracting, as are some of the shenanigans now going on in the sub-bands reserved for extra class amateurs who are trying to work DX on these frequencies.

It's a good idea to check your ear for its sensitivity peak, because this peak can vary from about 200 to 600 Hz, depending on your age. Narrowband audio filters can be very tiring on the ear, because signal and noise begin to sound alike after an extended time.

---

**fig. 6. Critical bandwidth of the human ear as a function of frequency.**
period of listening (again depending on age of the listener). These filters are really no more sensitive than flat, wideband filters.

If you are an experienced weak-signal operator, you'll also have noticed that the brain can make a better decision about the presence of a signal if the signal's frequency is changing very slowly. (Any DX'er will certainly recognize this as a subtle phase shift between signal and noise; it requires extreme concentration, however.)

Audible detection of a signal, and copying it in the form of code, are two different things. The signal has to be at least 3 dB above threshold and peaked at your particular aural resonance point before you can decipher intelligence. This is because the minimum change in signal strength detectable by the human ear is 3 dB. The advantage of the postdetection scheme is that you can get positive copy, whereas the ear can just barely detect the presence of a carrier.

Another point to remember, when using ear filtering, is that the bandwidth of the ear is very dependent on volume; maximum sensitivity is usually at a relatively low volume when copying ssb and cw signals.

Carrier and cw detection by means of the ear are almost as sensitive as the best post-detection system known. They have the advantage of being much less sensitive to frequency instability and tuning errors. However, full sensitivity can only be realized if the system is treated with about the same care as a sophisticated high-fidelity receiving system. A good system should have separate volume adjustment for each ear, some indication of noise level for each ear, and at least two filters of 400 Hz and 2 kHz bandwidth. Optional would be adjustable frequency shaping to compensate for the different response of the two ears.

references
2. Ibid., pp. 966-973.
New 500-Watt 5-Bander from NRCl

You can't buy a more potent package than the new NRCl NCX-500 transceiver. This versatile 5-bander is packed with the performance extras that give you the sharpest signal on the band, plus an enviable collection of QSL's. Check it out!

- 500-Watt PEP input on SSB, grid-block keying on CW and compatible AM operation.
- Receive vernier, with tuning range greater than ±3 kHz.
- Separate product and AM detection.
- Sidetone monitor, plus built-in code practice oscillator.
- Fast-attack slow-release AGC in all modes.
- Rugged heavy-duty 6LQ6's.
- Crystal-controlled pre-mixing with single VFO for effective frequency stability, plus identical calibration rate on all bands.
- Crystal lattice filter for high sideband suppression on transmit, and rejection of adjacent-channel QRM on receive . . . plus solid-state balanced modulator for "set-and-forget" carrier suppression.
- Universal mobile mount included.

AC-500 power supply available  Great things are happening at NRCl


converting a
vacuum-tube
receiver to
solid state

You can reduce drift in older receivers by an order of magnitude—a modification scheme for the BC348 using MOSFET's and JFET's.

The BC-348 receiver is well known for its excellent selectivity and mechanical stability. At the same time, this old iron box can be an instrument of torture for the user. Some of the earlier BC-348's were bedeviled with the "scratchy dial" syndrome. This is a phenomenon of unknown origin and is virtually impossible to cure. It appears when the receiver is tuned and sounds like a thousand demons rubbing a tin washboard. If you're unfortunate enough to have a BC-348 with this ailment, and the receiver has a drift problem, it can be a real chore indeed to keep a signal in the i-f passband.

In resuming an interrupted conversion of the BC-348 begun a dozen years ago, I decided the only way to reduce frequency drift was to reduce internal temperature rise. There are several ways to do this. Reducing B plus takes off seven watts; a transistorized audio circuit eliminates another nine. To reduce drift by ten times, however, the power consumption must be cut by 90 percent. Answer: all transistors.

If the conversion includes a class-B audio amplifier, drain under normal conditions would be well under ten watts, and two watts of this would be in the pilot lights. Fine. Now the question is, how to do this without sacrificing any of the features this receiver is noted for?
choosing replacements

The BC-348, -312, and -342 receivers use rf coils with low-impedance plate windings (or taps) and high-impedance grid windings. Bipolar transistors might be used by turning things around (interchanging grid and plate), or junction FET triodes might be used in a cascode circuit, as in the H. H. Scott fm tuners—two JFET's replace one 6K7.

However, the RCA dual-gate MOSFET's, recently put on the market at a reasonable price, have the correct input and output impedances for this use and afford a gain control with lower distortion products. It turns out that the 3N140 MOSFET, at rated current, has about five times the transconductance of the 6K7. The relatively low output impedance of the 3N140 (table 1) is not objectionable when used with low-impedance inputs.

Because of the interstage coupling, stage gain in the BC-348 receivers increases from the low to the high end of each band. In some receiver models a gain control poten-

tiometer was ganged to the tuning capacitor. I felt that this was an added complication not needed for amateur work, so I cut the wires going to the pot and those from the pot to the bandswitch inside the coil box.

Tubes I replaced with FET's were the 6K7 rf amplifiers, a 6J7 mixer, and 6C5 local oscillator. Characteristics of these tubes at 18 MHz are given in table 1 with those of some replacement semiconductors. Problems oc-
at the input of each 3N140. Because the semiconductor triode noise is lower than that of the 6K7, the measured noise figure of the modified receiver was somewhat better than the original, even though there wasn’t always a peak in noise as the antenna trimmer was turned.

Gain control is provided by changing the bias on the second gate. Insulated gates don’t draw current, but the control voltage should be +4 V for maximum gain, and complete cutoff is obtained at -3 V. The first gate is returned to ground. There’s no chance of rectified current causing the whole receiver to block when the rf stage conducts (a common cause of receiver overload).

A triode FET can replace the 6J7 mixer. The high feedback capacitance is a minor problem so long as the input and output circuits are tuned to widely different frequencies. The conversion gain is a function of the available oscillator drive power. With enough injection the mixer gain could be ten times that of the original. To replace the 6C5 oscillator a low-transconductance triode FET is needed, as discussed below.

I went to double conversion to obtain better selectivity. If 455-kHz filters were to have been used, I would have moved the first i-f to 930 kHz or higher in order to avoid two intermediate frequencies in harmonic relationship. Of course the second oscillator would have been put on the high side. (Think where the image would be if it were on the low side.) However, I had some 250-kHz mechanical filters on hand. The point of this conversion was, after all, to use the six-band, twenty-four-coil tuning appara-
tus of the original receiver with as little modifications as possible.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the complete receiver, including auxiliary features (to be covered in another article). Everything fits inside easily. Fig. 2 is a schematic of the main rf and i-f circuits.

**input circuit**

The antenna input starts out with a low-pass filter, with nominal cutoff at about 30 MHz. Aside from obvious advantages if you are near strong TV stations (I am), there are also less "birdies" when the receiver is used with a vhf converter. Because of the input coupling method in this model receiver, the filter is especially important.

There is a protective diode clamp on the antenna coil. 6BA6 rf amplifiers will stand several hundred volts swing without damage. If the grid return resistance is high, however, the diode is essential because the insulated gate FET is rated for only a few tens of volts peak. A type 1N914 of any manufacture will have low loss at 12 volts of reverse bias. The added capacitance is about 1 pF.

The change of drain (plate) current in the first rf stage is used to indicate signal strength. Because of the slope of the 3N140 control characteristic, the meter scale is nonlinear in dB, even with the diode in the circuit. Other approaches, including a separate signal indicator channel, were less satisfactory.*

* The use of an s-meter as a quantitative measuring device for received signals is open to question, but an s-meter is fine as a tuning indicator. **Editor**
local oscillator

The local oscillator FET socket is supported by its leads, which pass through the keyway from the octal socket pins. The 6C5 ran at around 90 volts, with a starting $g_m$ of less than 2 millimhos. I tried various adaptations, and found that "hot" FET's (those having high $I_{ds}$ and a high zero-bias $g_m$) were noisy and unstable, especially at about 15 MHz.

Good results as a local oscillator were obtained with the Motorola 3N126 and some MPF103's. The 3N126 was used with the second gate (substrate and case) hooked to source. If a MOSFET is used, something like a 1N34 would be needed to generate "grid-leak" bias. In the original oscillator the grid leak was 100k ohms. In the course of chasing troubles I changed the value to 47k, but 100k probably would be satisfactory. The 15k mixer cathode resistor, also inside that box, probably would be satisfactory without change, although mixer FET's having very high $I_{ds}$ would be more suitable in that case. The 3.3k resistor I used was based on experience with the breadboard model of the second converter. The 33- (or 47-ohm) resistor in series with the gate lead of the oscillator can be put in between the octal socket (pin 5) and the transistor socket.

mixer

The mixer proved to be rather critical as to the FET that was used. For type MPF103 the $I_{ds}$ range is 1 to 5 mA; for the 2N3819 it is 2 to 20 mA. I found that anything between 1 and 4 mA worked in my receiver, but the higher-current units gave a bit more gain. Still higher $I_{ds}$ units had low gain and were noisy in this socket. Other places in the receiver are not so finicky in this respect. I'm not worrying about spares: if the FET's last as long as 6SK7's, I'll need another one in 1990.

In a double-conversion receiver, there should be as much selectivity at the first i-f as other considerations permit, and as little gain between the first and second mixer as possible without compromising noise figure (but in no case less than unity gain, or the first stage will overload before the second). A few calculations show that three very high-Q tuned circuits will reject the nearest spurious response (789 kHz), but four tuned circuits of moderate Q will do even better.

I could have used two of the original cans, but I rewound a couple of miniature J-trans to save space. (For details on how to adjust the coupling using a Q-meter, see reference 2.) The “tee” of capacitors between the cans is used in setting up the gain, as the coupling factor between pairs is much less than critical. The shunt capacitance is that of the coax running from the rf board to the second converter module.

second conversion and detector stages

The second mixer and oscillator are built on a small plate that fits in place of the original output transformer. The values were juggled to get best operation with the FET's and crystal I had. With my setup, the oscillator drain swing was about 9 V p-p, and the mixer developed no rectified bias across the 220k resistor.

Strong second oscillator harmonics were found at the mixer output and on the B-supply lead beyond the feed-through capacitor. The additional rf choke and capacitor fixed the power-lead leakage, while the natural attenuation of the mechanical filter is enough protection for the output harmonics.

---

* $I_{ds}$ is a common classification parameter, measured by shorting the gate to source and applying 5 to 10 V to the drain. Thus by definition, $I_{ds}$ is the drain-to-source current when the gate-to-source voltage is zero.
if the filter input terminals, etc., are well shielded.

Second mixer output is parallel-fed via a choke and blocking capacitor to the filter switch. Either the 3-kHz or the 8-kHz bandpass filter may be selected, the other one having its terminals shorted.

The output section of the switch (8 pole, 5 position) goes to a feedback amplifier that has a high-impedance input and a gain of ten, followed by a potentiometer that permits the background noise level to be adjusted without modifying the agc action. The range of the control is 23 dB.

The stage following the gain control is the third 3N140. It is coupled by an auto radio i-f can, padded down from 262 to 250 kHz with additional 22-pF capacitors, to the product detector and to an i-f power amplifier that drives the diode detector. The two i-f cans shape the top of the passband in the 8-kHz bandwidth a-m position to get the best weak-signal a-m reception. (This seems to want a rounded top, symmetrical, down about 6 to 10 dB at 3-kHz off center.)

The front-panel switch selects five combinations of bandwidth and detection, as per table 2. The agc source for a-m is the diode detector, but for sideband and CW reception agc is derived from rectified audio, so that the effect of audio selectivity is included.

### mode-selection circuit

The mode switch is shown for 8-kHz bandwidth a-m reception, with agc in operation. The second-gate control voltage on the three 3N140's varies from plus three or four volts with no signal to negative two or three on very strong signals. The loop gain is high, giving a dynamic range of 40 dB. The first volt of bias change makes very little change in receiver gain, but the squelch operates reliably at that point.

### agc/mvc

In the gain control circuit the two dc amplifiers, one to handle agc and one for manual control, are hooked to a transistor that supplies -4 V to the emitter returns and which, incidentally, provides temperature compensation—a sort of three-transistor differential amplifier.

A negative voltage supply makes the a-

---

### table 1. Comparison of tube and semiconductor characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>$V_R$ (volts)</th>
<th>$I_B$ (mA)</th>
<th>$g_M$ (millimho)</th>
<th>$C_{FBK}$ (pF)</th>
<th>$R_{in}$ at 18 MHz (ohms)</th>
<th>$R_{out}$ (ohms)</th>
<th>$R_{eq}$ (noise) (ohms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6C5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6J7</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6K7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N2222</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3N126</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3N128</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3N140</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPPF103</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### table 2. Mode switch setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>function</th>
<th>FM-8</th>
<th>AM-8</th>
<th>mode</th>
<th>AM-3</th>
<th>SSB</th>
<th>CW</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>filter (kHz)</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4 - poles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200-Hz audio filter</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 - pole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agc</td>
<td>car</td>
<td>car</td>
<td>car</td>
<td>af</td>
<td>af</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 - pole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+ to SSB and bfo</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 - pole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audio from</td>
<td>fm</td>
<td>a-m</td>
<td>a-m</td>
<td>prod</td>
<td>prod</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 - pole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+ to fm det</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>1 - pole for B+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

notes:
1. SB1-SB2 (SB1 is lower 40-75, upper, 20).
2. Agc-off-mvc functions similar to original.
plifier practical and is a handy way to make dc level changes without extra stages. Also the audio stage operating point is centered automatically.

The audio-derived agc voltage is from a little three-transistor feed-back amplifier (with automatic temperature compensation; again, this is from the pnp follower driving the npn stage) and a voltage-doubling rectifier. The attack time is fast for small changes, but the maximum effect from a single pulse there would be worse thumping at the beginning of a sideband transmission. If the action is too fast, there may be a stability problem or there may be a tendency for the receiver to block on a burst of QRM or ignition noise.

For fm reception, a Sprague integrated circuit is used, type ULN-2111A. This has a bunch of emitter-coupled clipping amplifiers, a rather fancy six-transistor phase detector, and various diode bias networks. All that

Chassis view of the revamped BC-348 shows the new mode switch and two mechanical filters. The power supply and audio circuits occupy the old dynamotor space; the plug-in board contains voltage regulating and low-level audio circuits.

is limited by a 0.1-microfarad capacitor that couples the amplifier to the rectifier, while the rectifier has fifteen microfarads to charge up.

For 1-KHz CW tones, this means that 1 Hz makes a maximum difference in charge of the 15-µF capacitor of 10 V times 0.1 divided by 15, or 0.067 V. However, the gain of the dc amplifier after that is considerable, and gain changes of 20 to 40 dB/millisecond can be obtained. If action were much slower, is required outside is a single-tuned circuit. (A typical transistor radio i-f can be suitable; just use the high impedance winding, padded to frequency with external capacitors and some by-pass capacitors.) The output in my receiver swung three volts peak-to-peak for a signal moving across the 8-KHz filter. When the signal was injected after the filter, an s-shaped curve about 18-KHz wide was obtained, with an amplitude of more than five volts peak-to-peak.
For manual gain control (I happen to like to dive for the same volume control knob whether AGC is on or not), the AGC circuits are still operative to prevent blocking on unexpectedly strong signals. The audio gain is high enough so that normal operation is in a region where the AGC threshold is not exceeded. Because of the highly nonlinear control function (dB versus control volts), tapered sections are used for both audio and manual RF gain.

![Diagram](image_url)

**fig. 3.** Integrated-circuit FM detector using a Sprague ULN-2111A. This circuit provides 3 volts p-p output with 1 millivolt input.

I found that a dual 100k audio taper unit was satisfactory; the value could be as high as 250k and as low as 50k with a few minor adjustments. A stereo amplifier control should be adequate. The reserve gain pot in the 250-kHz IF amplifier could have either a linear or audio taper such as used in transistor radios.

The rest of the controls (for AGC thresholds, product detector bias, manual volume control "off" bias,* and the power supply voltage setting) can be any handy trim pot, either surplus from computer cards, or small trimmers such as the IRC 2CI or Mallory MTC.

### bfo circuit

High-speed computer diodes such as the 1N903 or 1N914 are used for the input voltage clamp and the bfo crystal switch; I used 1N457's or 1N629's for other spots, as I had them, and I felt that there was less chance of generating harmonics with the "slow" mounted on the RF panel near the input) and six pnp's, which could be either type. The first type costs fifty cents; the second eighty. (The whole count is 50 transistors and FET's, 16 various diodes, and one integrated circuit.)

### audio section

After the mode of reception is selected (with or without narrowband CW filter), the signal goes, via the audio gain pot in the AGC position, to a source-follower first audio stage, an active low-pass filter, then to a complementary class-B output stage. The squelch is in the active filter section. The circuit is

---

* Minimum gain setting must be at minimum gain bias.

** Available from Allied Radio Corporation, 100 N. Western Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60680. Order stock number 49F3-2N2926. Kit of 25 is $7.25 plus postage.
similar to one previously described.\textsuperscript{3}

The power regulator, power transformer (Triad F-40X 26 V, 1 A center-tapped), squelch control, and all except the first audio are mounted in the space vacated by the dynamotor. The high-power transistors are on the subchassis (insulated by mica washers), and the low-power circuits are on a plug-in card (very easy to pull out and change).

selectivity filter

The CW filter is switched into the sideband channel for more selectivity when needed. The values seem reasonably satisfactory in practice, although the filter performance has not been measured in place in the receiver. Any other narrowband audio filter of ten or twenty thousand ohms impedance should do as well. Obviously, an extra amplifier stage could be put in the chain if the filter on hand was of lower impedance, as the method of switching makes this practical. The audio agc is based on what passes through the filter, so it can be used even under quite rough conditions. Because the squelch can also be used in this mode, I have been able to find a fairly weak (though stable) signal and park on him with the receiver on squelch, waiting to get a chance to work him.

crystal calibrator

The crystal calibrator is almost a necessity in a wide-range unit such as the BC-348. It appears that there would be some benefit in making a more complex calibrator, such as a 200-50-10 kHz type. Higher output than I have is desirable when running some converters, but I haven't done anything about it as yet.

in retrospect

The main problems with transistors almost always stem from overloading and temperature variation. Resolving the overload problem takes effort: care to see that the last i-f amplifier, for instance, is capable of driving the second detector hard enough, so that the second detector can generate enough agc voltage, so that it won't be driven too hard—like a tight servo system. (The more I read that the more I wonder if the English language is up to today's problems.)

What all this means is that the last i-f stage should be designed for best power output, not best gain. Also, it means that agc can't be used on the last i-f stage. (Auto radios with one i-f stage have some rather fancy solutions to this problem.)

Another device to reduce overload is feedback. At "low" frequencies (under a couple MHz for today's transistors), feedback will hold gain and bias constant despite temperature variation. Distortion will also be kept low.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\linewidth]{fig4.png}
\caption{Audio CW filter with nominal 700-Hz center frequency and 160-Hz bandwidth. Inductors are Triad epoxy-molded toroids with Q of 50 to 80 at 1000 Hz. Capacitors are mylar insulated.}
\end{figure}

In many places where dc levels are critical, differential amplifiers are used. The drift with temperature of one transistor is balanced almost exactly by another of the same type. In other circuits, a diode-connected transistor (or any diode) is used as part of the dc bias circuit, so that temperature effects of the transistor are pretty well cancelled by the diode as it conducts a few mA in the forward direction. In class B or AB circuits this is particularly important. For best results, the bias diodes must be placed physically so that they are at about the same temperature as the power transistors.
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This Complete Heathkit SB-Series
80 thru 6M Mobile And Fixed Rig
Costs Only $1936.70

A bit impractical to install in one place perhaps, but
so is spending nearly $2000 on new equipment and not
getting the maximum amount of operating versatility
and performance. For the price of a few pieces of
gear from most others, you can buy every piece of
SB-Series gear Heath makes, plus both mobile and
fixed power supplies. Many hams don’t have $2000
handy though, and that’s why Heathkit sells each of
these pieces separately. We believe that you should still
be able to get a stack of gear without spending a pile
of money. For performance, versatility and top dollar
value, the others just don’t stack up.

The HP-13 — mobile power supply for the SB-101 & SB-110A.
All solid-state construction. 7 lbs. $64.95

The HP-23A — fixed power supply for the SB-101 & SB-110A.
Overload and short circuit protection. 19 lbs. $49.95

The SB-600 — 8 ohm fixed station speaker to match all SB and
HW-Series gear. 6 lbs. $18.95

The SB-610 — Signal Monitor for transmitted & received AM,
CW, SSB & RTTY signals. 160-6M. 14 lbs. $74.95

The SB-620 — "Scanalyzer" for monitoring band activity up to
500 kHz each side and bench testing transmitters. 15 lbs. $119.95

The SB-630 — Station Console with 24 hr. digital clock, SWR
meter, resettable timer, etc. 10 lbs. $74.95

The SB-640 — External LMO for the SB-101. The 640/101
combination will operate in five different modes. 9 lbs. $99.00

The SB-101 — world’s finest 80-10 M transceiver. 180 watts
PEP SSB input, 170 watts CW. 23 lbs. $370.00

The SB-301 — world’s finest AM, CW SSB & RTTY receiver.
80-10 M -1B MHz WWV coverage. 0.3 uV sensitivity. 25 lbs. $260.00

The SB-401 — world’s finest 80-10 M transmitter. 180 watts
PEP SSB input, 170 watts CW. 36 lbs. $285.00

The SB-200 — world’s greatest 80-10 M linear value. 1200
watts PEP SSB input. 1 kw on CW. 41 lbs. $220.00

The SB-110A — the best 6 M rig anywhere. 180 watts PEP
SSB input, 150 watts CW. 23 lbs. $299.00

TOTAL $1936.70

NEW Free 1969 Heathkit Catalog
Now with over 300 kits described for stereo hi-fi,
color TV, electronic organs, amateur radio, marine,
educational, CB, home & hobby. Mail coupon or
write Heath Co., Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022.
A power supply's a power supply. Or, so it seems. But not all of them suit all purposes. Sometimes extra demands are made on power supplies for single-sideband equipment—such as wider regulation, multiple voltages, cleaner filtering, and so on. That's why these dc supplies deserve special attention.

First, though, it's just as well to review the characteristics common to all power supplies. What are they supposed to do, and how do they go about it?

Mainly, the power supplies in ham equipment furnish dc voltages to operate tubes and transistors in the stages. Circuits may need positive voltages or negative voltages, high voltages or low voltages, high currents or low currents. The power supply generally converts 117-volt ac power to the needed dc voltages.

A power supply also furnishes certain specific ac voltages. The power transformer usually develops them with an extra winding or two; you don't even notice them. Without them, though, tubes wouldn't get proper heater voltages—and sometimes relays wouldn't work.

getting the voltage you want

High-power ssb transmitters naturally need much higher voltages than those needed by, say, a receiver. Transistor equipment needs lower voltages. There are three chief methods for getting the exact voltage needed by each stage of a transmitter or receiver.

The first way is by transformer. By specifying transformer windings with certain turns ratios, the ssb-equipment designer gets a range of voltages. After the ac voltages are at the right values, they can be changed to dc.

A step-down turns ratio of 117:6.3 supplies the ac voltage for most parallel-wired tube heaters. If a special transmitter tube needs 5 volts or 10 volts for its filament or heater, a winding ratio of 117:5 or 117:10 is used. For higher voltages, set-up ratios are used. For 350 volts, a turns ratio of 117:350. For 1000 volts, a ratio of 117:1000.

As the transformer schematic in fig. 1A suggests, any reasonable number of windings can be included in a single housing. Also, as fig. 1B illustrates, one winding can be tapped to provide several voltages. The transformer method is expensive, but it's a practical way to step the power-line voltage either up or down.

The second way to get specific dc voltages from a power supply is by resistive divider. This method is used after the volt-
age has been changed from ac to dc. A drawback is that you can only step voltages down—not up.

The power transformer steps the power-line ac up to the highest voltage desired. After the ac is changed to dc, the dc voltage is fed to a series of resistors; the voltage divides across the resistors, in proportion to the resistance values. An example of this appears in fig. 1C.

The third way to get the voltage you want is by voltage doubling. This is a trick that builds voltages up in value, but can't step them down. Voltage doubling is done before the dc is fit to use, the ac must be removed; electrolytic capacitors and filter chokes do this. The output of a rectifier-filter combination is relatively pure dc. A simple example appears in fig. 2.

The dc output voltage depends mostly on how much ac is applied to the rectifier. The line voltage can be applied directly, as it is in fig. 2, or, ac can be applied from a stepup winding of the power transformer to make the dc output voltage greater. Ac can also be applied from a stepdown winding, as it is to develop low-voltage dc for powering transistors.

![fig. 1. There are several ways to get the voltage you need; by selecting the power transformer, by using a tapped secondary or with a resistive voltage divider.](image)

The dc output is usually slightly higher than the measured ac voltage applied to the rectifier. The output of fig. 2, for example, is about 135 volts dc, although the input is only 117 volts dc. That's because the output depends on the peak value of each cycle, whereas the measured ac voltage is rms or effective value.

![fig. 2. Simple half-wave rectifier circuit with capacitive input filter.](image)

---

**from ac to dc**

Ac power is changed to dc power by rectifying and filtering. A tube or semiconductor is the rectifier. Nowadays, semiconductors are more popular. The rectifier conducts on half of each ac cycle and blocks on the other half. The output is pulsating dc—which is dc voltage with a rather large ac component still riding along. Be-
Rectifiers are broadly categorized as half-wave and full-wave. A half-wave circuit is shown in fig. 3A. Half-wave rectifiers waste one half-cycle of the input waveform. Both halves are applied, but only one can pass. In fig. 3A it is the positive half, because of the direction the rectifier diode is connected. The filter capacitors and choke smooth out the deep ripples, leaving a positive dc voltage with almost no ac in it.

A full-wave rectifier is shown in fig. 3B. It requires a center-tapped transformer winding; the center tap is grounded in this version.

Considering the whole secondary winding, each positive half-cycle makes the top rectifier conduct and each negative half-cycle makes the bottom one conduct. With respect to ground, however, both rectifiers receive a positive half-cycle. The combined output of the two rectifiers is a series of positive half-cycles. The full input wave is used, instead of just half of it. The filters make the output nearly pure dc.

A bridge rectifier circuit is shown in fig. 4. This one is a full-wave system because it uses both half-cycles. Compare this transformer with the one in fig. 3B, and you can see why the bridge circuit is popular. The 280 volts dc output is obtained with a simple 250-volt transformer instead of a center-tapped 500-volt unit.

One more circuit that converts ac to dc is the doubler. There are two common kinds, both shown in fig. 5. The one in fig. 5A is a half-wave doubler. Consider the bottom of the secondary as a reference point. The first negative-going half-cycle charges C1 through D1; D2 can't conduct because the voltage is in wrong polarity. Then, the positive half-cycle that follows charges C2 through D2. The previously stored charge on C1 is in series, and it adds to the positive half-cycle. The charge that develops across C2 is therefore double what it would otherwise be. This doubled charge is applied to C2 with each positive half-cycle; the negative half-cycle doesn't affect C2 at all—only C1. The output is therefore a half-wave pulsating dc voltage almost double the peak input ac voltage.

The full-wave doubler in fig. 5B uses both half-cycles. Each positive half-cycle charges C2, because D2 can conduct. The negative half-cycle that follows then charges C1, because D1 can conduct. Each half-cycle of the input wave therefore charges one capacitor or the other. The output is taken across the two capacitors in series, so their voltages are added. The output is a full-wave pulsating dc voltage that's about double the peak input ac voltage.

**the current you need**

Transistors don't require much dc current in most uses. Tubes used as small-
signal amplifiers need more; tubes for receiver power amplifiers need still more; tubes in transmitters need even more; and transmitter power tubes need plenty. Single-sideband linear power amplifiers don't use as much average current as their a-m or cw counterparts, but their demands during modulation peaks are even greater.

The range of current that single-sideband power supplies must furnish is wide, then. Three factors about a dc power supply determine its ability to deliver current without overheating or damage: the transformer-winding current rating, the rectifier current rating and the size of the filter capacitors.

When a designer knows how much current all the tube plates and screens draw, he picks a rectifier (or group of them) that can handle the current. The rectifier must also be able to withstand the voltage that is to be applied. (Rectifier diodes can be wired in series to increase voltage ratings.) Then the designer picks a transformer that supplies enough ac voltage to develop the maximum dc voltage needed and makes sure its windings are rated to carry the needed current.

Filter capacitors store electrons that will be drawn from the power supply as current. If the filters are small and the current drain is heavy, the pulsations of dc don't have time to “fill them up;” the current keeps being drawn out too rapidly. Larger capacitors store more electrons, and current demands don't deplete them between half-cycle pulsations.

Full-wave rectifier circuits supply more current than half-wave circuits. Their pulsations are twice as frequent as those of half-wave rectifiers, so they keep the filters charged up better.

Voltage doublers reduce the current a rectifier can supply. Double the voltage, and you halve the current that can be drawn safely. From a tripler, only a third as much current is available as from the same set of components in a simple rectifier and filter.

**smoothing it out**

Getting rid of whatever ac is still a part of pulsating dc is the job of the filter capacitors and choke. The larger the capacitance is, the less ac gets through. Also, the larger the choke inductance, the smoother the dc that results.

Some typical pi-network power-supply filter circuits are shown in fig. 6. The input filter (C1) has a lot to do with the output voltage. The larger it is, the higher the dc—up to nearly the peak value of the input ac. The output filter controls how much current the supply can furnish without leaving a lot of ac ripple.

Aside from their effects on voltage and current, the two capacitors cut down ripple. They are low impedances for power-supply ac. The input capacitor “shorts” a lot of the leftover ac (from the rectifier) to ground. The choke has a high impedance to ac but passes the dc easily if it’s rated to carry enough current. The output capacitor then “shorts out” any remaining ripple.

When not too much current is to be drawn, a wirewound resistor can take the place of the choke. Fig. 6B shows the circuit. The resistor isn’t as effective as a choke, but it works.

The diagram in fig. 6C shows the elec-
trollyc capacitors "upside down." That's because the input is negative pulsating dc. Electrolytics are polarized and must be connected correctly. The output is smooth negative dc.

dc plus or minus

The last power-supply characteristic we'll review is polarity. In tube-type ssb receivers, the voltages needed most are for plates and screens; the supplies therefore supply positive voltages. Transmitters and linear amps sometimes need high negative bias voltages, so the power supply must develop a negative output voltage. Transistors, too, may demand negative supply voltages—usually much lower than those for biasing tubes.

Polarity of the dc output from a power supply is determined by the direction in which the rectifier is hooked up. If the cathode (bar) is on the side toward the output or the filter network, the output is positive. If the anode is in that direction, the output is negative. The sketches in fig. 7A show both.

There's another way to get negative voltages, without using a separate rectifier. It's diagramed in fig. 7B. This is an ordinary positive-output dc supply, furnishing 105 volts dc across the output filter. The bottom of the transformer secondary is not grounded; instead, the ground point is between the two resistors that form a bleeder across the output.

Dc voltages for stages in modern equipment are measured with respect to ground. A voltmeter connected to the bottom of the bleeder in fig. 7B measures −5 volts dc. Thus, by the simple trick of moving the ground point up the bleeder chain, a negative voltage becomes available. In ssb equipment that requires both positive and negative supply voltages, this is a favorite way to get them.

ssb power supplies at work

The power supply in fig. 8, chosen from an ssb receiver, demonstrates many of the principles just discussed. The main supply
sistor at exactly 150 volts—no matter how much current is drawn from that branch of the supply (up to 35 mA).

Also, a negative voltage is needed. For it, the lower half of the secondary winding applies 180 volts ac to a resistive voltage divider, lowering the ac voltage applied to D3. The rectifier is connected for anode-output, so it supplies negative pulsations to its filter network. The capacitors, connected for negative output polarity, work with the 12k resistor as a pi-network filter to smooth out any ripple. The output is -60 volts dc.

One transmitter supply uses some interesting variations. Take a look at fig. 9. The arrangement is part full-wave doubler and part ordinary half-wave rectifier. The rectifier diodes are in series merely to increase their voltage rating, so less-expensive diodes can be used.

First, the half-wave circuit. It consists of D3, D4, the full transformer winding, and filter C2. When the top of the transformer winding is negative with respect to the bottom, D3 and D4 can conduct, charging C2. On the next half-cycle, when the top is positive-going, they can’t conduct. No more voltage is added to C2, nor can it discharge through the rectifiers. Thus, a train of positive half-cycles applied to C2 develops a positive pulsating dc voltage there. The capacitor is large enough that the pulsations are mostly smoothed out. The output is about 260 volts of fairly smooth dc.

The 200-ohm resistor and C3 form a pi-network with C2. The network smooths most remaining ripple out of the dc. Also, the 200-ohm resistance, with current flowing through it, drops the output voltage for this branch to 190 volts dc.

During the half-cycle when the top of the transformer winding is positive, the 180-volt center tap is also positive with respect to the bottom end. Rectifiers D1 and D2 can conduct with this polarity of voltage applied; they do, and charge C1. The peaks of these positive cycles reach about 250 volts. Capacitor C1 smooths out the pulsations and leaves an average dc voltage of about 200.

With respect to ground, C1 and C2 are in series, so the dc voltages across them add. The dc output is 260 volts (C2) plus 200 volts (C1), or 460 volts. The C1 voltage is developed during one half-cycle, and the C2 voltage is developed during the other—which makes the 460-volt output a result of full-wave rectification.

**ssb on wheels**

Single-sideband is a natural for mobile operation. Transmitting efficiency is high, which helps overcome the limitations of available power for the rig. In fig. 10 is a supply that converts 12 volts dc to high-voltage ac and then back to even higher-voltage dc.
The part of this circuit that turns dc into ac is called the inverter. The two pnp transistors are switches that alternate in conducting current, each through its own part of the primary winding. To begin the action, when 12 volts dc is first applied to point A, one transistor can conduct slightly better than the other, so it dominates. Suppose Q2 is that transistor.

Current flows through the winding from A to B to C and to ground through the 195-ohm resistor. A magnetic field builds up around those portions of the windings. The cyclic rise and fall of the magnetic field around the primary winding. That’s ac.

The secondary of this transformer is a stepup winding for developing a high ac voltage. Its efficiency is improved tremendously by “tuning” it with a capacitor—the 470 pf. The output of this winding is about 1000 volts ac.

The rectifier diodes are series-connected in two banks of six each, called stacks. The series connection divides up the voltage across each rectifier. The two stacks make a full-wave doubler, producing an output of 2300 volts dc. As you probably guessed, the capacitors are wired in series—three to a stack—to permit using lower-voltage types. (High-voltage capacitors are very costly.)

The bottom secondary winding is connected to a negative-output rectifier, and supplies —130 volts ac. This is a bias voltage for the high-power ssb transmitter this power supply works with.

dc power for transistors

For operating transistors, input ac is first stepped down, then rectified. For critical transistor circuits, the low dc output may also be regulated. The power supply in fig. 11 combines all three features.

There’s something odd in fig. 11: transistors are used as rectifiers! This is the ac-input version of a supply that can also be used on 12 volts dc. The dc mode uses transistors Q1 and Q2 for inverting dc to ac. They’re big, husky transistors, so why
not use them as rectifiers, too, and take advantage of diode action between their bases and collectors?

After full-wave rectification, the dc is smoothed by filter capacitors and a choke. The 12 volts dc is fed through R1 and R3 to the output terminal. The zener diode holds the base of Q3 at a steady voltage with respect to point A. Because of voltage drop across R1, current drawn through R3 makes the voltage vary at point A—and therefore at the base. The variation at the base makes shunt regulator transistor Q3 exactly the same amount—becoming that much more positive than normal. Voltage at the base becomes more positive, too, but not as much, because the voltage (and any change) is divided between R1 and R2. The net effect is to reduce the forward bias of Q2, lowering conduction. That reduces conduction in the base-emitter junction of Q1; that junction is in series with the collector of Q2. Less base current in Q1 raises its emitter-collector resistance. And that lowers the output voltage to its normal value.

draw more current or less through R3 and thus hold the output voltage constant.

Consider what happens if the output voltage (and the voltage at A) rises. The base of Q3 goes more positive, and the transistor draws more current, reducing voltage at the collector (tied to the output). If the output voltage drops, the base goes less positive, and Q3 draws less current through the series resistors. R3 is adjustable to allow for aging of the zener or the transistor.

Transistors are used more often as series regulators. The example in fig. 12 has an extra transistor, often known as an error amplifier. Operation is simple. Transistor Q1 is a series resistance, variable by the voltage at its base. This variable resistance parallels R2 in series with the output. The resistance of Q1 depends on conduction of Q2. An example illustrates how output voltage variations are corrected.

If the 12-volt output goes up, voltage at the emitter of Q2 goes up, through D2, by
the mini paddle

Many electronic-keyer circuits have appeared in the past several years, and they're getting so simple that almost anyone can build one. However, the paddles are a different story. The paddle described here requires a minimum of tools and is inexpensive to build.

construction

The paddle should be built with good quality materials. The arm is built from a section of 1/8-inch double-sided epoxy board; the sides must be flat and smooth. You can use aluminum or other material, but it will require much more work.

A pair of guitar picks are epoxied to the

Disassembled mini paddle.

Here's a simple low-cost keying paddle for the new electronic key you are putting together.

Del Crowell, KG7L, 1674 Morgan Street, Mountain View, California 94040
paddle to provide a good surface for the fingers. By carefully using a drill, the bearing holes can be recessed in the edges of the epoxy material. For accurate alignment, these holes must line up with the holes in the bracket. The bearings can be salvaged from an old broadcast variable capacitor. Silver contacts removed from an old relay are soldered to the copper side of the paddle.

The bracket should be built from .040 brass, although tin or steel can also be used.

By adjusting the thickness of the spring you can adjust the tension to your own desires. The spring is soldered in place after adjusting. The paddle is held in place by bending the bracket to provide proper spring tension on the pivot bearings.

**Adjustment**

Adjustment of the paddle is quite simple once the spring is adjusted for centering and soldered to the bracket. The contacts can be adjusted to provide for proper travel and centering. I installed my paddle in an LMB 139 box along with the Micro TO Keyer described in the 1968 ARRL Handbook.

This keyer was originally built for mobile operation but it does a nice job as a second unit for the home station. It operates from a pair of flashlight batteries and has a built-in zener diode and dropping resistor so I can plug it into the cigarette lighter in the car. The monitor oscillator was eliminated for simplicity since my equipment has built-in sidetone.

**fig. 1.** Constructional details of the mini paddle.

Mounting holes are located as shown in fig. 1 and 6-32 nuts are soldered to the inside surface of the bracket. Guide nuts for the contact screws are provided by epoxying two plastic or nylon 6-32 nuts to the sides of the bracket. The clearance holes must be larger than the screw you use and the nuts must be centered to prevent shorting. Contact screws should be brass with the ends filed round and polished for good contact.

Spring tension is provided by installing a strip of brass material as shown in fig. 1. The size of strap is approximately 0.13 x 1 inch with one end bent and soldered to the flat side of the paddle.
Here is an interesting antenna for small antenna farms that bears further investigation.

Most of us at one time or another have dreamed of the ultimate antenna. If your ambition, for example, is to accumulate new country DX contacts, then this ultimate antenna might be a family of rhombics covering 360 degrees, or maybe a 100-foot telephone pole with full-sized Yagis for each band. The majority of us never realize the ultimate antenna, unfortunately. As a matter of fact, there are hams who, for various reasons, will never be able to own and operate any kind of antenna but a dipole or one of its relatives.

It is for these hams that this piece is written. I hope they may benefit by my experience with a restricted-space antenna that evolved over several months of testing to achieve the best possible compromise. In general, those who are restricted to low-gain antennas fall into one or more of the following groups:

a. Thin pocketbook city dwellers on small lots

b. Not-so-thin pocketbook city dwellers on small lots who have zoning restrictions, unreasonable neighbors, unco-operative spouses or all three.

c. Timid city dwellers who are reluctant to live under a potential catastrophe such as a ton of tubular steel crashing onto the house.
Many of these hams, knowing it is futile to participate seriously in the big contests, nevertheless would like to have a chance at working some DX at least once in awhile. Being antenna dreamers, these people have read extensively and have learned the pros and cons of horizontally- and vertically-polarized low-gain antennas. They have resigned themselves to using one of the dipole family; what, then, is the best possible arrangement they can build that will provide at least a fair chance in the DX bands?

Let’s assume a typical city dweller has room to erect an inconspicuous mast at least one-half wavelength high on 14 MHz, but doesn’t have enough room laterally to erect a second mast one-half wavelength from the first. Full-sized horizontal dipoles are therefore out. He could put up a shortened (trap) dipole or one of the verticals, say a ground plane. Both have advantages and drawbacks, all of which are well known and will not be discussed here. Which is most effective, considering the restrictions involved?

Based on these restrictions the antenna to be described, while not in the competition class by any means, is a modified version of the dipole family that has given a good account of itself over a six-month period on 14 MHz. It is a variation of the well-known inverted vee. The conventional inverted vee has been covered fairly extensively in the literature. Very little has been published, however, on any but the standard configuration.

**the inverted vee**

The standard inverted vee is a half-wavelength dipole with the elements in a vertical plane, oriented in an acute angle, \( \alpha \), and fed at the apex (fig. 1). The size of the apex angle apparently has little effect on the vertical radiation pattern but significantly changes the horizontal (earth plane) pattern such that the nulls off the ends normal to the wire axis tend to fill in as the apex angle decreases. (Reference 5 discusses this at length and provides typical patterns in both planes for several apex angles.) Thus as the antenna approaches a vertical configuration, its horizontal pattern approaches the omnidirectional pattern of the conventional vertical, which is to be expected. Reference 5 shows that the vertical pattern is virtually unaffected for antenna apex angles from 120 to 60 degrees. Reference 6 shows the vertical radiation pattern of any antenna should be lower than 30 degrees for effective DX work.

*fig. 1. Basic inverted-vee antenna. Resonant frequency depends upon height above ground and angle. The length of the quarter-wave balun is equal to \( 246\nu/f \), where \( \nu = 0.659 \) if balun is taped to feedline, and \( f \) is frequency in MHz. Center conductor of the "bazooka" section is floating.*
The problem is to somehow get the vertical pattern down into the useful angles without sacrificing energy in high-angle lobes that penetrate the ionosphere. Increasing the antenna height above one-half wavelength does lower the vertical angle but introduces high-angle lobes that are useless for DX propagation. Also, recall that we are restricted to one-half wavelength in height on the 14 MHz band.

**the sloping inverted vee**

After using a conventional inverted vee at a height of one-half wavelength on 14 MHz for a month or so, I wanted to find out what would happen to antenna performance if the elements were rotated out of the x, y plane. The elements were kept broadside to the x, y plane but were elevated at a slope angle, $\theta$ (fig. 2).

At this point I must emphasize that no amount of wishful thinking will alter a basic physical fact; namely that the directional characteristics of a true vee antenna cannot be realized with anything less than one wavelength on the legs. A vee-shaped dipole is exactly that: its shape is that of a vee, but there its similarity to a vee antenna ends. The inverted vee dipole behaves like a dipole regardless of the apex angle, $\alpha$, or the slope angle, $\theta$. However, it appears that if the slope angle is between 40 and 70 degrees, the vertical radiation pattern angle of the lobe in the direction opposite to that in which the vee is rotated tends to decrease, so that more energy is radiated at angles below 30 degrees.

**table 1. Characteristics of several simple antennas: all assumed one-half wavelength high and fed with the same current.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>antenna</th>
<th>nominal radiation resistance (ohms)</th>
<th>vertical pattern useful lobe angles (degrees)</th>
<th>first reflection zone* (miles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>horizontal dipole</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>15 - 45</td>
<td>200 - 1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ground plane</td>
<td>53**</td>
<td>10 - 55</td>
<td>100 - 1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inverted-vee dipole</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15 - 45</td>
<td>200 - 1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sloping inverted-vee dipole</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15 - 25 (estimated)</td>
<td>600 - 1500 (estimated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yagi</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15 - 45</td>
<td>200 - 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*for F-layer heights between 125 and 250 miles  
**with radials sloped approximately 50 degrees

**tests**

My sloping inverted vee dipole was oriented with the elements broadside to the long-path direction (about 230 degrees azimuth for my location). Over a six-month period, the antenna was used in tests with South African, Australian, Southeast Asian, and Asian stations on 14 MHz. Approximately 100 contacts were made. During these tests the sloping inverted vee antenna was compared with a shortened dipole and a quarter-wave ground plane. The driving points of all three antennas were within about 5 feet of being at the same height above ground. The inverted vee was rotated out of the x, y plane to slope angles as great as 70 degrees. This was accomplished by rigging a lightweight spreader between the antenna elements and raising...
them to various angles with a rope and pulley arrangement. An interesting effect was that the optimum slope angle seemed to depend on the time of day. During band openings on 14 MHz (1300-1400 GMT) best results were obtained with a slope angle of about 40 degrees. As the sun rose, reports improved with the slope angle approaching 70 degrees.

results

No quantitative measurements were made. Pattern and field strength measurements are difficult enough even under laboratory conditions; consequently any data taken with the limited facilities available would certainly be open to question. However, after testing the antenna under all band conditions, the following observations are offered:

a. The sloping inverted vee antenna apparently radiates better in the vertical plane at lower angles than a dipole or ground plane.

b. The first reflection zone of the sloping inverted vee appears to be at a greater distance than the comparison antennas.

c. As a receiving antenna, the sloping inverted vee is noisier than the dipole, but not as noisy as the ground plane.

d. Band openings occur earlier by about a half hour with the sloping inverted vee.

e. The sloping inverted vee requires less space than the dipole, but more than the ground plane.

Based on the data in reference 6 and the empirical results of the tests described above, the characteristics of the sloping inverted vee are summarized in table 1.

conclusions

In conclusion I would like to point out that the sloping inverted vee is not in the same league as even a two-element Yagi, which has both directional and power gain. While the sloping inverted vee does seem to have more power at the lower angles than a conventional horizontal dipole, it simply cannot compete with a Yagi or any other directional array. The estimated first reflection zone for the sloping inverted vee is based on the curves of reference 6, which in turn are based on various vertical pattern lobe angles. Experience with this antenna seems to indicate performance close to the data shown in the table.

I hope that others will try this antenna with different slope angles. It will be very interesting to see how it performs at other locations and on different bands.

references


vtvm modification

Most garden-variety vtvm's use a 1.5-volt flashlight cell for the ohmmeter supply. This works fine if you replace the flashlight cell every few months. However, the ohmmeter becomes very inaccurate on the low-ohms scale as the cell's internal resistance increases with age.

By adding a few parts and making a few circuit modifications, it is possible to do away with the flashlight cell altogether. The diagrams show the modifications I made to my Heathkit V-7A. This is typical of all inexpensive dc vtvm's, whether made by Heath, Allied, Eico or RCA.

As shown in fig. 1, the 6.3-volt filament voltage is rectified by a conventional bridge rectifier; the resulting dc is dropped by the 18-ohm resistor in conjunction with the regul-
lating diodes, giving the required 1.5 volts dc.

It's necessary to lift one side of the heaters from ground before you can use the 6.3-volt winding in a bridge rectifier. Heathkit uses a printed-circuit board, but the conductors that must be removed can be easily scraped off the board with a sharp knife.

Two 1N538's in series act as a zener to regulate the output voltage. The barrier potential for a silicon diode is about 0.75 volts; two in series regulate the output nicely at 1.5 volts.

The original flashlight cell was connected to a resistor string tapped by the ohmmeter range switch as shown in fig. 2. Notice that the total resistance switched into the circuit is always 10 times the range switch position; this assumes cell internal resistance of 0.9 ohms. The internal resistance of this power supply is higher than 0.9 ohms, so it's necessary to lower the 9.1-ohm resistance by shunting it with 35 ohms as shown. The two in parallel then make 6.75 ohms. When this is added to the power supply internal resistance of 3.25 ohms, it makes up the required 10.0 ohms.

In my vtvm I also replaced the 6AL5 “ac volts” rectifier with a pair of high back resistance, 600-PIV silicon diodes. This saves about as much heater current as consumed by the 1.5-volt power supply, so the transformer is still running cool.

The diodes that replace the 6AL5 should be forward biased slightly to overcome their barrier potential. This is done with a voltage divider consisting of a 24k- and 150-ohm resistor connected to the negative side of the original plate supply (fig. 3). Linearity is rather poor below levels of 1 volt ac, but is still superior to the original 6AL5.

Fred Brown, W6HPH
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analyzing wrong dc voltages

There isn't really a "best" way to troubleshoot electronic equipment. The most successful radio and electronic technicians combine several methods. I've already told you about some of them in past columns, but this month's method is probably the most popular; at least it's one you have to understand if you expect to repair every trouble in all sets. It's called voltage troubleshooting.

Just because this method is the best known doesn't mean it's always best. Most experienced guys save this one for last. It's a quick way to find the faulty part in most circuits, once you know which circuit to look in.

You can find which circuit this way too, but other ways are usually quicker. I'll use this month's column to tell you how to pin down faulty parts within the circuits; that's the best way to use voltage troubleshooting.

how the method works

In theory, it's simple. You start by measuring each dc voltage in the suspected circuit. Then compare yours with correct voltages. Most instruction books and schematics nowadays include voltages—at least at each tube or transistor terminal. When your circuit diagram doesn't show the working voltages, use past experience and your knowledge of how the circuit works.

When you find a voltage that isn't right, figure out what could cause it. If you know Ohm's law for voltage, current, and resistance, it's not too hard to decide what's causing the voltage to change. In fact, it's really cut-and-dried.

Here's an example. In fig. 1 are two versions of a simple series resistance circuit connected across a dc voltage. The first, fig. 1A, shows normal dc voltages (which I'll call operating voltages). The other, fig. 1B, shows voltages you might measure in this circuit when you start troubleshooting. (Voltages are always measured with respect to ground.)

There's 150 volts at the R2-R3 junction in fig. 1A because current flows through R3 and R4, causing (says Ohm's law) a drop of 100 volts. There's only 10 volts at the...
R1-R2 junction because another 140 volts is dropped across R2. The same amount of current flows in all four resistances, since they're in series, so the voltages divide up exactly according to the resistance ratios.

You analyze voltage to determine why the two voltages in fig. 1B have changed from normal. What part has gone bad? For some reason, the resistance ratios must have changed. Your first step, then, is to figure out what the new ratios are.

If you consider the 45 volts, you can quickly see two possibilities. The first is that R1 or R2 may have lowered in resistance. In that case, the ratio of their resistance to that of R3-R4 lowers, and less of the total voltage appears across them. On the other hand, the combined resistance of R3-R4 may have increased. That causes more voltage to drop across them and lowers the voltage reaching the top of R2.

So . . . which is it? The clue lies in the fact that both the R1-R2 voltage and the R2-R3 voltage have kept the same ratio between them, even though both are lower than normal. The 3 is to 45 as the 10 is to 150; the ratio is still 1 to 15. The trouble is more likely in R3 or R4; the value of one of them must have increased. To find out which one, you could disconnect them and measure with your ohmmeter. However, further voltage measurements will show one of them still retains its ratio to R1-R2; the other is the culprit.

This simple reasoning is the basis for analyzing all dc voltages in series circuits. You study the ratio of resistances, compare the ratio of voltages, and then figure out what's causing the foulup.

**Voltage dividers and ohm's law**

You should already know about series and parallel circuits.* For voltage troubleshooting, you must know how voltages spread themselves around both kinds of circuits.

Start with the simple series circuit in fig. 2A. The resistors divide the voltage in proportion to their values. The ratio is 2:2:1. The R1-R2 junction is 80 volts below the supply voltage, and the R2-R3 junction is 80 volts further below supply voltage. Look-

* For a rundown on series and parallel circuits, check the repair bench in the November, 1968 and January, 1969 issues of *ham radio.*
istor, but imagine it here as a variable part of the divider chain. Voltages are shown at each point in the circuit, so you can figure out the voltage (and therefore resistance) ratio. Across R1 is dropped 2 volts, across Q1 is dropped 8 volts, and across R2 is dropped 10 volts. The ratio is 1:4:5.

Suppose something goes wrong with the resistance in the dc supply circuit. In fig. 3A, the tube bias can be changed by moving the slider on cathode-bias resistor R1. The equivalent circuit shows the tube’s dc plate resistance as variable; it actually changes as bias is varied.

Simplicity is lost because R1 is also in series with the dc supply circuit. When the resistance of V1 changes, current changes all through the series circuit. A change in current through R1 affects bias, which changes the plate resistance of V1, which changes the bias, which changes plate resistance, and so on. The interdependency makes it tough to treat tube circuits as simple ratio dividers.

This problem also applies to transistor circuits; to see how, check fig. 3B. Bias for the transistor base is controlled by voltage divider R1-R2; since R1 is a potentiometer, bias is variable. As bias is altered, more or less current can flow in the emitter-collector circuit. The effect is to alter the emitter-collector resistance, represented by resistance Q1 in the equivalent circuit.

To see how complex these relationships can get, take a look at fig. 4—which is from a ham rig. Equivalent diagrams are shown at the right. The one at fig. 4B is for the collector circuit; it’s the supply path through which dc must flow. Fig. 4C is the dc supply path for the base circuit; it in-

tubes and transistors as dividers

Thinking in ratios is easy as long as the resistances are simple. Experience will teach you to estimate voltage ratios close enough to give you a clue to which resistance has changed.

Tube and transistor circuits are different. Changing the bias on either one alters its dc operation. Fig. 3 suggests how to consider a tube or transistor as a variable re-
cludes the biasing voltage divider and the path through the base-emitter junction (shown as Q1B). Notice that R3 is in this path, too, so a current change in either circuit changes voltage across that resistor.

Finally, notice the combined paths in fig. 4D. Figuring out ratios in this circuit would be hard even if the resistances were simple. But they’re complicated by the fact that the plate voltage is low—only 180 volts instead of the 235 called for by the schematic. All the other voltages are about normal.

The plate-supply circuit (all the resistances plate current flows through) includes R5, one winding of T1, the tube itself, and R3. One at a time, consider the effect each part might have on voltage at the plate. Redrawing the equivalent plate-supply cir-

![Fig. 4. Transistor audio amplifier; the equivalent circuits in B, C and D show how difficult it is to use the "ratio analysis" method of troubleshooting a stage like this.](image)

that the value of Q1C is controlled by Q1B. It’s just too much to be simple.

**a step at a time**

However—and this is important—even though you can’t use voltage ratios directly in tube and transistor circuits, you can apply the principles. Concentrate on one supply path at a time. At each step, ignore the effects of other circuits. When you decide what happened in one circuit, then study whether another could possibly be causing the voltage upset.

The transmitter tube stage in fig. 5 is an easy example. Suppose you’ve traced trouble to this stage and have decided to measure voltages to help you find the faulty part. Your voltmeter tells you the plate voltage is low—and 180 volts instead of the 235 called for by the schematic. All the other voltages are about normal.

The plate-supply circuit (all the resistances plate current flows through) includes R5, one winding of T1, the tube itself, and R3. One at a time, consider the effect each part might have on voltage at the plate. Redrawing the equivalent plate-supply cir-

![fig. 5.](image)

If R3 increases in value, the dc voltage at the plate increases instead of decreases. If R3 decreases, the voltage lowers—but only a little, since R3 is such a small portion of the over-all circuit. Conclusion: forget about R3 for the moment.

If the R1 resistance increases for some reason, the dc plate voltage goes up. However, if the resistance of R1 decreases, the plate voltage goes down—exactly the symptom you have. Conclusion: the trouble might be R1. But don’t rush; check other possibilities, too.

The winding of T1 can be eliminated as a suspect. If it opens, there’s no voltage at the plate of V1. If it shorts, it changes the
voltage too little to notice. If the value of 
R5 increases, the voltage at the plate of 
V1 lowers. So, there's another suspect! If 
R5 decreases in value, voltage goes up in 
stead of down.

Now you have two suspects: R5 may be 
too high in value, and the dc plate resis-
tance of V1 may be too low. Which is it? 
To find out, you measure other voltages in 
the stage.

For example, what about screen voltage? 
It's okay. If the dc plate resistance of V1 is 
low, it also lowers the voltage at the 
screen. But it isn't, so the tube and its bias 
must be okay. (You can make sure bias is 
okay by measuring it.) That leaves R5 as 
the likely culprit. You can just measure R5 
with your ohmmeter to be sure.

Suppose you do find the screen voltage 
low, too. What then? The cause is prob-
able the tube plate resistance, but what's 
making it low? It could be a faulty tube or 
incorrect bias. Either one could allow too 
much current through the tube, and thus 
lower the plate resistance. So—measure 
the bias. If it's okay, the tube must be bad. 
If the bias is wrong, go into that circuit to 
find out why.

The secret to voltage troubleshooting is 
to take it step-by-step, through each por-
tion of each dc supply circuit. Decide how 
each part could cause the symptom you 
observe. If you trace the trouble to the 
tube or transistor, find out if it's bad or if 
some other operating voltage is making it 
work wrong.

voltages in transistor stages

The emitter-collector resistance of a 
transistor is set by bias current in its base 
circuit. Just as plate voltage of a tube may 
change if bias isn't right, the collector volt-
age of a transistor can, too.

The transistor stage in fig. 6 is a mixer 
from a communications receiver. The tran-
sistor is a pnp type, forward-biased (base 
more negative than emitter). Dc operating 
voltages are listed alongside the emitter, 
base, and collector leads.

Suppose you trace trouble to this stage 
and want to use voltages to pin down the 
faulty part. The voltages you measure are 
listed in fig. 6B. Collector voltage is high, 
suggesting there's either too little current 
through the transistor or R4 is too low in 
value. If the trouble is in R4, however, the 
voltage at the emitter must also be high 
—and it isn't.

The best clue is the positive voltage on 
the base. It is reverse-biasing the base-
emitter junction, cutting off collector cur-
rent through the transistor. You have to 
trace the cause of the positive voltage. As 
it turns out, the other side of C1 goes to a 
positive voltage in the preceding stage; C1 
is leaky, and is coupling the wrong volt-
age to the base of this stage.

Suppose, instead, you measure the volt-
ages listed in fig. 6C. Collector voltage is 
very low, meaning there's excess current 
through the transistor or R4 is too high in 
value. Base voltage is a little low, but it 
hasn't changed nearly as much as emitter 
voltage has. Study the circuit. You'll quick-
ly decide that C2 has shorted. With 1.9 
volts of forward bias (instead of the nor-
mal 0.5), the transistor conducts heavily, 
lowering collector voltage drastically. The 
base voltage is slightly lower because of
the effect of heavy current through R4; the base also gets its voltage from R4, through R2.

There are countless transistor-supply circuits you can analyze this way. Always pick out the voltage that is most wrong and find the cause of that first. Then check possible causes of other wrong voltages. The part that's common to all symptoms is usually the culprit. Each symptom leads to another, and ultimately to the bad part.

fig. 6. Transistor receiver mixer circuit; B and C show voltage changes in different troubleshooting situations.

testing individual components

This is the end of the line in troubleshooting—testing individual parts to make sure they're really bad. Resistors you can test most easily with your ohmmeter. Capacitors and other parts can be evaluated by voltage tests, combined with simple logic.

For example, C1 in fig. 6 should couple absolutely no dc voltage from the preceding stage. If the preceding voltage is positive and the capacitor is leaky, the result is what you get in fig. 6B. If the preceding voltage is negative, it could drive the base of the transistor more negative and wind up reducing collector voltage. Leakage through C1 might also reduce voltage on the preceding stage—another helpful clue.

There is a reasonably sure way of testing a capacitor for leakage. If one end is connected to a dc voltage, disconnect the other end. With a vtm, measure there for dc voltage. If voltage is leaking through, the voltmeter will detect it.

Don't be misled by electrolytic capacitors. They have a certain amount of natural leakage. Best way to check them is with an ohmmeter; leakage resistance should be no lower than 30k–50k.

You can tell if a coil or transformer winding is open, provided the winding carries dc. Just check at both ends with your voltmeter. An open winding blocks voltage.

You can also check for leakage between windings. Make sure one winding is connected to a voltage. With the other winding completely disconnected from any circuit, touch the voltmeter probe to one of its wires. If you measure any dc voltage, the transformer is leaky.

Any short-circuit can be pinned down quickly. Just find where the voltage has dropped completely to zero. This technique is most helpful in supply circuits where a filter, a bypass, or a high-power tube has shorted.

coming up

Awhile back, I promised to devote a column to using an oscilloscope at the repair bench. Apparently more amateurs own scopes than I suspected, but not many know how to use them or for what. Of course, everyone (just about) knows how to hook a scope up as a modulation monitor for a-m. But there are dozens of uses for this versatile instrument.

In my next column, I'll tell you exactly what a scope is and how to go about using it most easily. I'll give as many uses for it as I have room for. Then, after that, I'll explain a bunch of troubleshooting shortcuts with the scope. If you've got one, you should be using it on the repair bench. It's doggone handy.
Take a good first look at the new HQ-200 general coverage receiver.

At only $229.50, you won't need a second look.

- Continuously tunable from 540 kHz to 30 MHz in five ranges.
- Calibrated electrical bandspread for all amateur frequencies from 80 through 10 meters.
- Q Multiplier operates independently of the BFO for better control of SSB and CW reception.
- "S" meter reads 1 to 9 in approximately 6 dB steps; above S-9 to 60 db.
- Series type noise limiter with minimum effect on modulation.
- All new product detector with variable BFO from 0 to ± 2 kHz.
- Antenna compensator control for loading effects of balanced and unbalanced antennas.
- AVC operates on both RF and IF stages for smooth action.
- Audio output 2.5 watts at E.I.A. Standard 5% distortion.
- Sensitivity better than 0.5 µV on CW and SSB; better than 1.0 µV on AM. 10 to 1 signal-to-noise ratio.
- Zener regulated and temperature compensated high frequency oscillator.
- Continuously variable selectivity from 12 kHz (AM), to 2.9 kHz (SSB) and 100 Hz (CW).

Write for the HQ-200 catalog sheet and a CQ magazine review of the outstanding HQ-215 Solid State Communications Receiver.

The HAMMARLUND Manufacturing Company Incorporated
A subsidiary of Electronic Assistance Corporation
73-88 Hammarlund Drive, Mars Hill, North Carolina 28754

Established 1910
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propagation

predictions for february

In the past, I have stayed clear of forecasting propagation for specific paths. Forecasts have been as general as possible so they would be applicable to any of the paths that might interest a radio amateur in the 48 contiguous United States. The format I have used makes you "work," but you will have obtained more accurate forecasts than otherwise possible.*

Still, the idea of doing a special propagation forecast for the CQ World-Wide DX contest or ARRL DX contest with the opening times tabulated for many paths was appealing. Now this copy is way past deadline, a $46 computer bill has just arrived and I am swearing off! No more worldwide specific path predictions—at least until the next contest.

If you live within 300 miles of San Francisco, Dallas or New York City, and are interested in knowing when ten meters will open to Outer Mongolia or 18 other rare or not-so-rare DX spots, the tables are made for you. If you live between San Francisco and Dallas or between Dallas and New York you can interpolate the path opening times on many paths (not over the pole). Otherwise, the usual propagation charts, fig. 1 through 6 will suffice.

*If you're looking for propagation forecasts for specific paths, there's always George Jacob's propagation column in CQ magazine.
Upon investigating the tabular path predictions, you will find, perhaps to your amusement, that opening times have been predicted to the nearest third or half hour on the lower bands and to the nearest 10 minutes on the higher bands.

Lest I be called to task for missing an opening by 10 minutes, or even a half hour, let me point out that these are median short-path predictions, and that variations of 10 percent in path muf and 10 dB in absorption are not uncommon. In addition, station parameters may vary considerably from the 100 watts CW or 800 watts ssb assumed on 80 through 10 meters (12 watts CW or 100 watts ssb on 160 meters). Antenna gains (over an isotropic radiator) are assumed to be -6 dB for 160 and 80 meters, zero dB for 40 meters and +6 dB for 20 meters and higher frequencies.

The ten-meter paths with no openings forecast may be open during the middle of the fifteen-meter opening—because the muf may be higher than forecast or the long path may be “open.” There are some marginal openings forecast that may catch the average contest operator unaware, such as the reopening of 20 meters after midnight or the short over-the-pole openings near dawn and dusk.

The serious contest operator will be prepared with at least one extra receiver, perhaps a panadapter, as well as a receiving antenna for checking “dead” bands. However, a serious weekend of bands scanning and listening just before the big contest can give more useful propagation information than any column.

**six meters**

Judging by last fall’s openings, six meters is expected to open infrequently (about 10
fig. 3. Maximum range to the northeast (top time scale) and to the northwest (bottom time scale) from 38° N latitude due to absorption.

fig. 4. Maximum range to the east (top time scale) and to the west (bottom time scale) from 38° N latitude due to absorption.

fig. 5. Maximum range to the southeast (top time scale) and to the southwest (lower time scale) from 38° N latitude due to absorption.

fig. 6. Maximum range to the south from 38° N latitude due to absorption.
### Table 1. Predicted 160-meter openings during the ARRL DX contest (time in GMT).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>San Francisco</th>
<th>Dallas</th>
<th>New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>XE, Mexico City</strong></td>
<td>0200-1200</td>
<td>0000-1300</td>
<td>0100-1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KP4, Puerto Rico</strong></td>
<td>0200-1000</td>
<td>0100-1000</td>
<td>2300-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KH6, Oahu, Hawaii</strong></td>
<td>0500-1400</td>
<td>0500-1300</td>
<td>0500-1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KL7, Anchorage</strong></td>
<td>0400-1400</td>
<td>0300-1300</td>
<td>0300-1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KZ5, Canal Zone</strong></td>
<td>0200-1100</td>
<td>0100-1100</td>
<td>0000-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OX, Thule, Greenland</strong></td>
<td>0200-1230</td>
<td>0100-1130</td>
<td>2300-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PY, Belem, Brazil</strong></td>
<td>0200-0900</td>
<td>0100-0900</td>
<td>2300-0900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZK1, Cook Islands</strong></td>
<td>0600-1400</td>
<td>0600-1200</td>
<td>0900-1100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Predicted 80-meter openings during the DX contest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>San Francisco</th>
<th>Dallas</th>
<th>New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>XE, Mexico City</strong></td>
<td>0120-1320</td>
<td>0000-1300</td>
<td>0000-1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KP4, Puerto Rico</strong></td>
<td>0100-1100</td>
<td>2340-1120</td>
<td>2220-1040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KH6, Oahu, Hawaii</strong></td>
<td>0400-1500</td>
<td>0400-1320</td>
<td>0500-1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KL7, Anchorage</strong></td>
<td>0230-1330</td>
<td>0200-1320</td>
<td>0200-1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KZ5, Canal Zone</strong></td>
<td>0110-1200</td>
<td>0110-1100</td>
<td>2320-1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OX, Thule, Greenland</strong></td>
<td>0140-1330</td>
<td>0000-1220</td>
<td>2200-1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PY, Belem, Brazil</strong></td>
<td>0100-0930</td>
<td>2340-0900</td>
<td>2000-0920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZK1, Cook Islands</strong></td>
<td>0530-1440</td>
<td>0500-1300</td>
<td>0800-1200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Predicted 15-meter openings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>San Francisco</th>
<th>Dallas</th>
<th>New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UA0, Sakhalin Island</strong></td>
<td>2040-0400</td>
<td>2120-0300</td>
<td>2200-0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JT1, Ulan Bator</strong></td>
<td>2300-0340</td>
<td>0000-0220</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UA, Astrokhon</strong></td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1440-1600</td>
<td>1220-1640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UA, Leningrad</strong></td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1400-1600</td>
<td>1220-1740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DL, Berlin</strong></td>
<td>1600-1800</td>
<td>1330-1900</td>
<td>1140-1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VU2, New Delhi</strong></td>
<td>0130-0320</td>
<td>1430</td>
<td>1240-1440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VS1, Singapore</strong></td>
<td>2240-0440</td>
<td>2320-0300</td>
<td>1420-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DU, Manila</strong></td>
<td>1730-1900</td>
<td>1820-1930</td>
<td>1820-1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KG6, Guam</strong></td>
<td>2200-0440</td>
<td>2200-0300</td>
<td>2240-2320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VK5, Perth</strong></td>
<td>2000-0500</td>
<td>2010-0310</td>
<td>2020-0120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VK3, Melbourne</strong></td>
<td>1940-0550</td>
<td>1930-0420</td>
<td>1940-0220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VR2, Fiji Islands</strong></td>
<td>1720-0550</td>
<td>1700-0420</td>
<td>1630-0220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FO8, Tahiti</strong></td>
<td>1600-0630</td>
<td>1500-0500</td>
<td>1550-0220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CE2, Valparaiso</strong></td>
<td>1400-0340</td>
<td>1240-0440</td>
<td>1120-0120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PY1, Rio De Janeiro</strong></td>
<td>1340-0500</td>
<td>1200-0200</td>
<td>1050-0040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZD8, Ascension Island</strong></td>
<td>1230-0220</td>
<td>1140-0100</td>
<td>1020-2340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CR6, Angola</strong></td>
<td>1400-0200</td>
<td>1140-0040</td>
<td>1010-2390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZS1, Capetown</strong></td>
<td>1400-0200</td>
<td>1140-2200</td>
<td>1010-2320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5R6, Tananarive, Malagasy</strong></td>
<td>1800-0240</td>
<td>1210-0020</td>
<td>1020-2300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Predicted 20-meter openings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>San Francisco</th>
<th>Dallas</th>
<th>New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UA0, Sakhalin Island</strong></td>
<td>1930-0640</td>
<td>2000-0500</td>
<td>2020-0300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JT1, Ulan Bator</strong></td>
<td>2140-0510</td>
<td>2240-0440</td>
<td>2220-0300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UA, Astrokhon</strong></td>
<td>1500-1700</td>
<td>1240-1730</td>
<td>1160-1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UA, Leningrad</strong></td>
<td>1500-1900</td>
<td>1240-2030</td>
<td>1160-2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DL, Berlin</strong></td>
<td>1430-2030</td>
<td>1220-1320</td>
<td>1030-2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VU2, New Delhi</strong></td>
<td>0130-0320</td>
<td>1430</td>
<td>1240-1440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VS1, Singapore</strong></td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>1330-1600</td>
<td>1120-1820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DU, Manila</strong></td>
<td>2200-0440</td>
<td>2200-0300</td>
<td>2240-2320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KG6, Guam</strong></td>
<td>1530-1830</td>
<td>1500-1800</td>
<td>1330-1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VK6, Perth</strong></td>
<td>1600-2140</td>
<td>1440-2000</td>
<td>1400-0400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VK3, Melbourne</strong></td>
<td>1520-2000</td>
<td>1400-1900</td>
<td>1250-1830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VR2, Fiji Islands</strong></td>
<td>0120-0900</td>
<td>0000-1050</td>
<td>0030-0430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FO8, Tahiti</strong></td>
<td>1500-1140</td>
<td>1340-1100</td>
<td>1240-0440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CE2, Valparaiso</strong></td>
<td>1300-1030</td>
<td>1200-0900</td>
<td>1028-0800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PY1, Rio De Janeiro</strong></td>
<td>1240-0600</td>
<td>1050-0830</td>
<td>0940-0720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZD8, Ascension Island</strong></td>
<td>1240-0430</td>
<td>1030-0800</td>
<td>0920-0250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CR6, Angola</strong></td>
<td>1300-0430</td>
<td>1030-0600</td>
<td>0920-0130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZS1, Capetown</strong></td>
<td>1830-0430</td>
<td>1740-0230</td>
<td>1620-0130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5R6, Tananarive, Malagasy</strong></td>
<td>1420-0420</td>
<td>1400-0500</td>
<td>0920-0120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

percent of the days of the month) from mid-latitudes (38° N.) to the south of east and west, with more frequent openings to latitudes below 33° N. Transequatorial forward scatter during evening hours may furnish your best chance to work 50 MHz DX. The TE season should open on February 10 at 8 PM local time.

Late word on 50 MHz beacon frequencies and liaison schedules may be obtained by sending me a self-addressed stamped postcard.

* Difficult path, 10 dB additional circuit gain assumed. * Additional circuit gain assumed.

---
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table 5. Predicted 40-meter path openings during the ARRL DX contest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>to</th>
<th>San Francisco</th>
<th>Dallas</th>
<th>New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UAØ, Sakhalin Island</td>
<td>0500-1740 0500-1520 0500-1420</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JT1, Len Bator</td>
<td>0720-1740 0800-1500 0800-1330</td>
<td></td>
<td>2020-0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA, Leningrad</td>
<td>2300-1530 2200-1020 1900-0920</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL, Berlin</td>
<td>2240-0900 2140-0900 1900-0900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VU2, New Delhi</td>
<td>1120-1700 1210-1400 1920-0240 2300-0220</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS1, Singapore</td>
<td>1000-1740 1000-1540 1930-2330</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DU, Manila</td>
<td>0820-1740 0820-1540 0890-1500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK8, Guam</td>
<td>0640-1740 0700-1540 0700-1430</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK6, Perth</td>
<td>0930-1620 0930-1500 1000-1340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK3, Melbourne</td>
<td>0800-1600 0800-1420 0800-1320</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR2, Fiji Islands</td>
<td>0500-1600 0500-1440 0520-1330</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FO6, Tahiti</td>
<td>0320-1520 0300-1420 0300-1320</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE2, Valparaiso</td>
<td>0040-1120 2340-1100 2240-1030</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY1, Rio De Janeiro</td>
<td>2340-0940 2300-1000 2130-0930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZD8, Ascension Island</td>
<td>2330-0800 2200-0800 2040-0800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR5, Angola</td>
<td>2330-0600 2200-0600 2000-0620</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZS1, Capetown</td>
<td>0000-0520 2230-0520 2030-0520</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5R8, Tananarive</td>
<td>2300-0320 2200-0340 1940-0340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

table 6. Predicted 10-meter openings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>to</th>
<th>San Francisco</th>
<th>Dallas</th>
<th>New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UAØ, Sakhalin Island</td>
<td>2200-0300 2250-0100 None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JT1, Len Bator</td>
<td>0030-0215 0030 None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA, Astrokhin</td>
<td>None 1430</td>
<td>1350-1440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA, Leningrad</td>
<td>None 1430</td>
<td>1350-1440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL, Berlin</td>
<td>None 1430</td>
<td>1320-1700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VU2, New Delhi</td>
<td>0200 None 1340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS1, Singapore</td>
<td>2230-0300 0000-0040 None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DU, Manila</td>
<td>2230-0300 2250-0110 None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KG6, Guam</td>
<td>2040-0320 2050-0260 2100-2300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK6, Perth</td>
<td>2240-0400 2250-0233 2250-2333</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK3, Melbourne</td>
<td>2200-0420 2150-0255 2310-0100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR2, Fiji Islands</td>
<td>1840-0420 1810-0250 1820-0100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FO8, Tahiti</td>
<td>1710-0430 1630-0300 1620-0100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE2, Valparaiso</td>
<td>1450-0200 1320-0140 1210-2340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY1, Rio De Janeiro</td>
<td>1430-0100 1420-0030 1140-2300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZD8, Ascension Island</td>
<td>1440-0050 2230-2023 1110-2210</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR5, Angola</td>
<td>1510-0020 1230-2360 1120-2120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZS1, Capetown</td>
<td>1430-2100 1220-2110 1110-2130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5R8, Tananarive,</td>
<td>1800-2300 1310-2230 1130-2100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malagasy</td>
<td>4310-0020 4310-0020 1800-2300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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low-noise, high-gain transistor preamplifier

"Easy to construct" and "low cost" could very well be added to the title of this article. The preamplifier described is a solid-state device that will give excellent performance on any single band from 80 through 6 meters. Its size, construction, and cost allow it to be incorporated easily into any fixed station, mobile or portable receiver or transceiver, or to be used as a mast-mounted antenna preamplifier.

A good preamplifier can perform wonders in improving reception and reducing fading on bands where a receiver lacks gain, sensitivity, or has an image problem. This is true even with expensive receivers in single bands, because compromises must be made with receiver r-f stage design due to band-switching requirements and other constraints.

A good preamplifier should have several important characteristics, the main ones probably being a low noise figure and reasonable gain. Unless the preamplifier noise figure is less than that of the receiver's r-f stage, the preamplifier self-generated noise will mask signals that the receiver itself is capable of detecting. Even in the case where the preamplifier noise figure is not less than that of the receiver, the gain provided by the amplifier will still reduce the effects of fading and raise the level of all signals.

For best weak-signal reception, low noise
figure in a preamplifier is more important than gain, and most preamplifier designs sacrifice some gain to achieve low-noise performance. Reasonable selectivity to reject out-of-band signals and good overload response are secondary characteristics. If the receiver front end has good selectivity and overload response, then it’s not necessary to incorporate these features in the preamplifier, thus keeping it simple.

The preamplifier can be easily wired to be vhf-TV circuits, and although it may not seem as striking as an FET, it performs very well, allows very simple circuitry, and has recently become reasonably priced. (It formerly cost between $1.40 and $2.40 from most Sprague distributors.) If the 2N2360 is not available locally, a “substitute” type transistor should not be used, because its high-frequency performance will rarely match that of the 2N2360 as far as gain and noise figure are connected.

The 2N2360 will provide a 4- to 7-dB noise switched out of the antenna circuit if the preamplifier becomes saturated by strong signals. Achieving good overload performance using a simple circuit and a transistor is particularly difficult, although rarely does any problem result with the signal levels encountered in most amateur bands. Trying to use a sensitive preamplifier with a kilowatt transmitter operating a few block away, however, is quite another problem.

**The 2N2360 transistor**

The heart of the preamplifier is the Sprague 2N2360. This transistor has been proved in figure on any band from 80 through 6 meters. The gain will vary from about 15 to 25 dB or higher if tuned instead of broadband input and output circuits are used. The circuit used here requires a minimum of parts, and the entire preamplifier can be constructed for the cost of the 2N2360 alone if a “junk-box” selection is available.

**circuit**

The complete preamplifier circuit is shown in fig. 1. The basic circuit uses a grounded-emitter configuration. The input is double series tuned. A series capacitor matches the low impedance of a coaxial line. The secondary side is similarly tuned to match the 2N2360 input. As shown in fig. 1, the input circuit tunes to the high-frequency end of the band, and the secondary circuit tunes to the low-frequency end (the opposite condition could just as well be used).

Circuit resonance is easily checked with a grid-dip meter or a signal generator and receiver. Variable capacitors may be used initially to determine the necessary values and later replaced by fixed capacitors. These capacitors should have a good Q. Dipped silver micas (CDE type CD6 or similar) are recom-
mended. Disc ceramics designed for bypassing should not be used, because their low Q will result in a loss of gain and selectivity.

The bias conditions, determined by the two 820-ohm and 4.7k-ohm resistors, were chosen as the best compromise between gain and noise figure. The 4.7k-ohm resistor can be varied if you want to experiment with the circuit or provide a manual gain control.

The parasitic choke in the 2N2360 collector lead prevents amplifier instability. The output circuit impedance is about 200 ohms and works quite well with simple capacitive coupling to the output coaxial line. If a more exact match is desired, a link of 2 or 3 turns can be used over the output coil. The output coil is resonated in the center of a band by using a grid-dip meter and adjusting the coil dimensions.

No loading resistor is used for operation on 80 through 15 meters and the phone portion of 10 meters. A loading resistor of about 1000 ohms is needed for complete 10- or 6-meter coverage. The only power required is from 9 to 12 volts. A battery, a simple rectifier circuit off the heater line in a tube-type receiver or any other well-filtered source may be used. Required current is less than 10 mA.

construction

A small Vector board is the handiest base for construction. With care, the preamplifier can be built to occupy about 1 inch by 11/2 inch, which is small enough to fit into any receiver or transceiver. A suggested component arrangement is shown in fig. 2. This layout should be followed fairly closely, with particular care given to the separation and orientation of the coils to prevent intercoupling and oscillation. Normally, no instability or oscillation should exist. If this does occur, however, a shield across the middle of the 2N2360, connected to the case lead of the transistor, will solve the problem.

No special precautions are necessary if the preamplifier is installed inside an equipment enclosure, except that the ground connection should be as short and as direct as possible. If the preamplifier is used in a separate box (such as a minibox) as a mast-mounted unit, a 1-mH rf choke should be installed from the input coaxial line center conductor to ground. This will prevent any high static voltage on an antenna from damaging the 2N2360.

The component layout of the completed universal high-gain transistor preamplifier is shown in fig. 2. (Note particularly that the output coil is mounted vertically to prevent coupling to the other inductors). The construction shown may not deserve any kudos for neatness, but it does illustrate the ease with which the preamplifier components can be assembled.

in summary

Considering ease of construction and cost versus performance, the 2N2360 preamplifier circuit is certainly one of the best. It should be possible for the average amateur to build this preamplifier in one evening for any selected band with the aid of only a grid-dip oscillator. The improvement in performance that this preamplifier provides when used with most receivers and transceivers, particularly on 15 through 6 meters, is truly amazing.

I have presented only the simplest constructional use of the 2N2360 transistor preamplifier. Many variations are possible for those who would like to construct a more elaborate unit. Discrete tuning of the amplifier instead of the broadband operation, for instance, will increase receiver gain somewhat and improve image rejection. When used as a tuned amplifier, the input circuit series capacitor is omitted, and the series capacitor in the input circuit secondary is variable. The primary circuit serves, then, as a simple coupling link. The output coil can be either broadbanded or tuned by a variable capacitor.

If you want to construct a multiband preamplifier, there is no reason why the input and output circuits cannot be bandswitched. Provision should be made for disabling the preamplifier, if possible. Although it would take an unusually strong signal to overload the preamplifier, it is worthwhile to be able to determine positively, when signal distortion does occur, whether the preamplifier or another part of the receiving system is at fault.
THE STATE of the ART

(You'll Never Miss the Good Old Days)

It will transceive...it's compact and light...AND...30 minutes with SIGNAL/ONE's DELUXE INTEGRATED STATION WILL MAKE YOU FORGET ALL ABOUT THE GOOD OLD DAYS including yesterday...

NOW YOU CAN HAVE YOUR DREAM RECEIVER...with
- spectacular skirt selectivity and ultimate rejection from two cascaded crystal lattice filters...
- ELECTRONIC IF SHIFT* to exploit those razor-sharp skirts and slice away ORM...
- dual-gate MOSFET front end for superb sensitivity and overload resistance...
- variable-threshold pre-IF blanking to wipe out noise before it can do its dirty work...
- true "second receiver" convenience built in—CONTINUOUSLY-VARIABLE CHANNEL MIXING* makes it handier than a separate extra receiver...

AND THE TRANSMITTER delivers
- clean, crisp SSB with the penetrating talk power that only RF clipping can provide...
- more than 150 watts of continuous output into a matched load without tune-up—yet the high-linearity broadband power amplifier is easily adjusted to compensate for mismatch, too—and is conduction-cooled for rugged dependability...
- true CW break-in keying...
- no compromise transceive convenience for the serious CW man with SIGNAL/ONE's new VARIABLE TRANSMITTER OFFSET system plus instant "spotting" off, near, or dead-on your receive frequency...

AND BOTH OF THEM
- cover all of 10 through 160 meters in full megahertz bands, continuously displaying frequency directly to 100 Hertz absolute accuracy...
- are integrated behind a single, sleek front panel...
- human engineered to provide the ultimate in operating pleasure. (Write for a detailed brochure)

BUT NOBODY'S PERFECT...
...you still need a mike and key, an antenna and a power outlet!

Performance...Convenience...Quality...

"It Speaks for Itself"

signal/one

A Division of ECI (An NCR Subsidiary)

2200 Anvil Street N. • St. Petersburg, Florida 33710

February 1969
Conservatively rated at 500 watts PEP on all bands 80 through 10 the FT dx 400 combines high power with the hottest receiving section of any transceiver available today. In a few short months the Yaesu FT dx 400 has become the pace setter in the amateur field.

FEATURES: Built-in power supply • Built-in VOX • Built-in dual calibrators (25 and 100 KHz) • Built-in Clarifier (off-set tuning) • All crystals furnished 80 through the complete 10 meter band • Provision for 4 crystal-controlled channels within the amateur bands • Provision for 3 additional receive bands • Break-in CW with sidetone • Automatic dual acting noise limiter • and a sharp 2.3 KHz Crystal lattice filter with an optimum SSB shape factor of 1.66 to 1.

Design features include double conversion system for both transmit and receive functions resulting in, drift free operation, high sensitivity and image rejection • Switch selected metering • The FT dx 400 utilizes 18 tubes and 42 silicon semi-conductors in hybrid circuits designed to optimize the natural advantages of both tubes and transistors • Planetary gear tuning dial cover 500 KHz in 1 KHz increments • Glass-epoxy circuit boards • Final amplifier uses the popular 6KD6 tubes.

This imported desk top transceiver is beautifully styled with non-specular chrome front panel, back lighted dials, and heavy steel cabinet finished in functional blue-gray. The low cost, matching SP-400 Speaker is all that is needed to complete that professional station look.

SPECIFICATIONS: Maximum input: 500 W PEP SSB, 440 W CW, 125 W AM. Sensitivity: 0.5 uv, S/N 20 db. Selectivity: 2.3 KHz (6 db down), 3.7 KHz (55 db down). Carrier suppression: more than 40 db down. Sideband suppression: more than 50 db down at 1 KHz. Frequency range: 3.5 to 4, 7 to 7.5, 14 to 14.5, 21 to 21.5, 28 to 30 (megahertz). Frequency stability: Less than 100 Hz drift in any 30 minute period after warm up.

CLARIFIER CONTROL—Does the work of an external VFO — allows operator to vary receive frequency 10KHZ from transmit frequency, or may be used as an extra VFO combining transmit and receive functions.

SELECT CONTROL—Offers option of internal or outboard VFO and crystal positions for convenient preset channel operation.

FUNCTION CONTROL—Selects crystal calibration marker frequency and desired transmit mode of operation.

FT dx 400 $599.95 — SP-400 $14.95
Ed Noll, W3FQJ, noted for his previous works which include a three volume Modern Communications Course and handbooks for radiotelephone license exams, has done it again with this excellent and complete reference book on FET’s.

This book covers the principles of operation of the field-effect transistor from the very beginning. While it includes chapters on theory and math for the engineer, it also explains how FET’s work in everyday language for the experimenter and ham. It also shows applications as ac amplifiers, audio amplifiers and oscillators, and high-frequency amplifiers, oscillators and communications circuits. The projects are presented in an unusual way: they start with an audio amplifier, continue into detector and tuner projects and then combine them into one modern FET receiver.

Other projects include QRP transmitters, absorption wavemeters and field-strength indicators. All projects include complete parts lists and use parts available from almost any distributor; the experimenter won’t be stymied by non-availability of needed parts.

This complete reference publication on field-effect transistors is a valuable addition to the library. $4.95 from your local distributor, or write to Howard W. Sams and Company, Inc., 4300 West 62nd Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46268.

---

RCA has all-new FCC commercial license training

Get your license—or your money back!

Now RCA Institutes Home Study Training has the FCC License preparation material you’ve been looking for—all-new, both the training you need, and the up-to-date methods you use at home—at your own speed—to train for the license you want!

2 Convenient Payment Plans—You can pay for lessons as you order them, or take advantage of easy monthly payment plan. Choose the FCC License you’re interested in—third, second or first phone. Take the course for the license you choose. If you need basic material first, apply for the complete License Training Program.

SPECIAL TO AMATEURS. This course—while designed for Commercial license qualification—contains much of the new material called for by FCC Docket 15928—advanced and extra class you’ll want to qualify for before November of 1969. QRX until you get the information.

Mail coupon today for full details and a 64-page booklet telling you how RCA Institutes Home Training can show you the way to a new career—higher income—and your FCC License.

---

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
Dept. HR-29
320 West 31st Street, New York, N.Y. 10001

Please rush me, without obligation, information on your all-new FCC Commercial License training.

Name __________________________
Address _________________________
City _______ State _______ Zip ______

---

February 1969.
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NOISE BLANKER
FOR THE SWAN 250

Westcom Engineering is now offering the TNB Noise Blanker in a version specifically designed for use with the Swan 250 transceiver.

The TNB-250 Noise Blanker effectively suppresses noise generated by auto ignitions, appliances, power lines, etc., permitting the recovery of weak DX and scatter signals normally lost in noise.

Features include modern solid state design techniques utilizing dual-gate MOS FET transistors and two stages of IF noise clipping for the efficient removal of impulse noise at the transceiver IF frequency. The use of MOS FETs and a special gain controlled amplifier circuit provide excellent cross-modulation characteristics in strong signal locations.

TNB-250 shown installed on Swan 250 by means of the pre-punched accessory holes. $29.95 ppd. (Priced well below that of a VOX accessory. Can you afford not to have one?)

Model TNB Noise Blanker, designed to operate with VHF converters by connecting in the coax between converter and receiver.

Choice of 12-18, 100-140, or 125-160 VDC, RCA phono or BNC connectors. Specify for 40, 20, or 10 meter converter output.

Model TNB $29.95 ppd.

Refer to the New Products column of the August ’68 issue of Ham Radio Magazine for additional information on the TNB Noise Blanker or write for technical brochure.

Prepaid orders shipped postpaid. (For fast Air Mail add $8.00 C.O.D. orders accepted with $5.00 deposit. California residents add sales tax.)

All products are warranted for one year and offered on a satisfaction guaranteed or return basis.

WESTCOM
ENGINEERING COMPANY
P. O. Box 1504 San Diego, Cal. 92112

motorola power transistors

Motorola has just introduced the first six members of a new line of intermediate-power transistors. These new devices, in plastic packages, will dissipate up to 8 watts with suitable heat sinking. Although the package is only about the size of a TO-6 transistor, it can dissipate approximately 1 watt at an ambient temperature of 25° C.

The npn MPSU01 and pnp MPSU51 are complementary transistors designed for use in audio amplifiers delivering up to 5 watts output. They have high gain and excellent current-gain linearity from 1 to 1000 mA. The maximum $V_{CEO}$ rating for these devices is 30 volts, maximum continuous collector current is 1.5 amperes, and device dissipation is 8 watts.

The npn MPSU02 and pnp MPSU52 are intended for general purpose amplifier and driver applications. These silicon transistors have excellent gain linearity, low saturation voltage, minimum $f_t$ of 150 MHz, maximum $V_{CEO}$ rating of 40 volts and 6 watts dissipation. The npn MPSU03 and MPSU04 are 1-ampere devices for video output circuits and horizontal driver applications in TV sets. The collector-to-emitter breakdown voltage rating is 120 V for the MPSU03 and 180V for the MPSU4; total dissipation at 25° C case temperature is 8 W.

For more information on these new transistors, write to the Technical Information Center, Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc., Box 20924, Phoenix, Arizona 85036.

in-circuit transistor tester

Amphenol has recently introduced a new compact transistor analyzer for checking transistors—in or out of a circuit—that also doubles as a very sensitive dc voltmeter. In addition, the unit functions as an accurate diode analyzer capable of measuring both forward and reverse current. This instrument was developed by Amphenol to minimize the time and effort required to pinpoint defective semiconductors. It can be used for troubleshooting all solid-state equipment, including receivers, hi-fi systems, TV sets, fm
tuners and tape recorders.

The new **Transistor Commander** can check high- and low-power npn and pnp power transistors for in-circuit dc-current-gain characteristics, check out-of-circuit devices for current gain, $I_{CBQ}$ and $I_{CEO}$ leakage, check diodes and rectifiers for in-circuit opens and shorts and check out-of-circuit diodes for forward and reverse currents.

The new analyzer contains a current-limiting circuit for protection against accidental shorts; this prevents shorted transistors and diodes from damaging the instrument. In addition, simplified meter scales facilitate rapid testing, output test jacks are arranged so a quick-test socket can be easily adapted and the cabinet is constructed with a tilt leg for adjusting the meter to eye level.

The Transistor Commander provides a dc-current-gain range of 1 to 1000 ($\pm 5\%$), adjustable collector current range of 0 to 10 mA and collector-base leakage and collector-emitter leakage measurements from 0 to 5 mA. In diode testing, a 100-mA limit circuit protects the diode from damage. The built-in 100-Vdc meter permits accurate measurements with the same probes that are used for the other checks.

For more information on the Model 830 Transistor Commander, write to the Amphenol Distributor Division, Amphenol Corporation, 2875 5th Avenue, Broadview, Illinois 60153.

### 10 watts at 1000 mhz

Looking for high power solid state on the uhf bands? If so, here's a transistor that may interest you: the new S1050 from the Electronic Components Division of United Aircraft. The S1050 is a silicon npn epitaxial planar transistor designed specifically for high-power output in class-C uhf amplifier service. It uses an overlay emitter design and delivers 10 watts at 1000 MHz with 5-dB gain.

The stud-mounted package is modified for optimum performance in high-frequency, high-power applications. Price, $200. For more informations, write to Electronic Components Division of United Aircraft, Trevose, Pennsylvania 19047.
That's right, CW ELECTRONIC SALES, CO. is the exclusive distributor for the

NEW, VHF ASSOCIATES FMT-1
TWO METER FM TRANSCEIVER

Using integrated circuits in two IF stages and in the audio power amplifier the FMT-1 offers 2 watts nominal RF power output and 0.3 microvolt sensitivity for 20DB quieting.

This all solid state unit has ample power to activate even insensitive repeaters. It can operate on any of three independently selected crystal controlled receive and transmit channels. Crystals are provided for the national repeater channel 146.34 — 146.94.

$199.95

Complete with mobile mount and high quality ceramic mike.

Extra receiver or transmitter oscillator modules, less crystal ........ $18.95 ea.
Extra crystals (0.0005% Tol.) ........................................ $10.00 ea.
AC Power Supply (for base station operation) ..................... $24.95

The old radio corner for over a quarter century. Come in and pay us a visit or get in touch with one of our staff today.

ELECTRONIC SALES CO.
1237 – 16TH ST., DENVER, COLO. 80202
303/244-5523
The new Mark II provides full frequency coverage of the amateur bands from 10 through 80 meters, and also MARS frequencies. Two Eimac 3-500Z Triodes easily provide the full legal power input: 2000 Watts P.E.P. in SSB mode or 1000 Watts AM, CW, or RTTY. It may be driven by any transceiver or exciter having between 100 and 300 watts output.

Planetary vernier drives on both plate and loading controls provide precise and velvet smooth tuning of the amplifier. Greatly reduced blower noise is provided by a low RPM, high volume fan.

MATCHING POWER SUPPLY

The power supply is a separate matching unit which may be placed beside the Mark II amplifier, or with its 4 1/2 foot connecting cable, may be placed on the floor. Component quality is of the highest caliber. Silicon rectifiers deliver 2500 volts D.C. in excess of 1.2 ampere. Computer grade electrolytic filters provide 40 mfd capacity for excellent dynamic regulation. A quiet running fan allows continuous operating with minimum temperature rise, extending the life and reliability of all components.

WE HAVE THE BEST PRICES THAT CAN BE FOUND ANYWHERE

WEST COAST
L. A. AMATEUR RADIO SUPPLY
2302B ARTESIA
REDONDO BEACH, CALIF. 90278
213-376-4455

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS ARE OUR BEST ADS
The AutoLevel is the ultimate in volume compressors. This unique device provides all the talk power your transmitter can use. The AutoLevel was designed for use with SSB or AM transmitters, with or without ALC capabilities.

The AutoLevel is not an audio or RF clipper - all compression is attained by a photo-optical regulator which provides 14 dB’s of compression with a minimum of waveform distortion.

The AutoLevel is easily installed in the mike line, and it contains its own power supply; (there's no need to bother with batteries). It can also be used with your phone patch for the utmost in ease of operation.

When you're ready for the finest, ask your local dealer for the AutoLevel.

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dB’s compression</td>
<td>14 dB minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave form distortion</td>
<td>negligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input impedance</td>
<td>suitable for dynamic or crystal microphone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output impedance</td>
<td>50K (nominal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply</td>
<td>115 volts AC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AUTHORIZED DEALERS (listed alphabetically)

- **AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY**
  - 4528 W. Fond du Lac Avenue
  - Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216
  - Tel: 414 - 445-8500

- **AMRAD SUPPLY, INC.**
  - 3425 Balboa Street
  - San Francisco, California 94121
  - Tel: 415 - 731-4661

- **AMRAD SUPPLY, INC.**
  - 1025 Harrison Street
  - Oakland, California 94607
  - Tel: 415 - 451-7755

- **COLE ELECTRONICS SUPPLY COMPANY**
  - 335 South Bunker
  - Tyler, Texas 75701
  - (214) 352-5955

- **COSTON ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS**
  - 2345 Ferguson Road
  - Cincinnati, Ohio 45238
  - (513) 481-8585

- **ELECTRONIC CENTER, INC.**
  - 107 2nd Ave. North
  - Minneapolis, Minnesota
  - Tel: 612 - 336-5981

- **EVANSVILLE AMATEUR RADIO SUPPLY**
  - 1311 North Fulton Ave.
  - Evansville, Indiana 47710

- **GRAHAM ELECTRONICS SUPPLY, INC.**
  - 122 S. Senate Avenue
  - Indianapolis, Indiana 46225
  - Tel: 317 - 634-8486

- **HAM RADIO OUTLET**
  - 909 Howard Avenue
  - Burlingame, California 94010
  - Tel: 415 - 342-5757

- **THE HAM SHACK (Tele-Appliance Center, Inc.)**
  - 1966 Hillview Street
  - Saratoga, Florida 33579
  - Tel: 913 - 955-7161

DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE IN SOME AREAS — WRITE FOR FREE SPECIFICATION SHEET

211 SPRINGHILL DRIVE
Columbus, Ohio 43221

TELEPHONE 614/486-7090
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a complete amateur radio station

in one portable package

**SWAN Cygnet**

A 5 BAND 260 WATT SSB TRANSCEIVER WITH BUILT-IN AC AND DC SUPPLY AND LOUDSPEAKER $395

The new Swan Cygnet is a complete SSB transceiver, with self contained AC and DC power supply, microphone and loudspeaker in one portable package. The Cygnet features full frequency coverage of the 10, 15, 20, 40 and 80 meter bands with a power input rating of 260 watts P.E.P. in single sideband mode, and 180 watts CW input. A crystal lattice filter at 5500 Kc is used in both transmit and receive mode, and provides excellent selectivity with a 2.7 Kc bandwidth at 6 db down. Superior receiver sensitivity of better than 1/2 microvolt makes it easy to pull in those DX signals, and with the Cygnet, if you can hear them, you can work them. Audio fidelity is in the well known Swan tradition of being second to none; providing smooth, natural sounding voice quality. The Cygnet is temperature compensated on all bands, featuring solid state oscillator circuitry with zener regulation which permits wide variation in supply line voltage without frequency shift.

Unwanted sideband suppression is 45 db, carrier suppression 60 db, and distortion products are down approximately 30 db.

The new Cygnet is designed to provide efficient, high quality communications in the 5 most commonly used amateur bands. Its low cost is a tribute to Swan's well known techniques in value analysis, and simple, direct circuit design. Above all, these techniques lead to a high degree of reliability and foolproof performance. Dimensions are: 13" wide, 5 1/2" high, and 11" deep. Weight is 24 lbs.

The transceiver comes complete with AC and DC input cords, and carrying handle; thus making it the most versatile and portable set on the market, and certainly the best possible value.

Amateur net $395

P.S. Yes, for our customers who require some of the extra features, there will be a deluxe version of the Cygnet coming soon, which will sell for approximately $495

ASK THE HAM WHO OWNS ONE

SWAN ELECTRONICS OCEANSIDE, CALIFORNIA
A Subsidiary of Cubic Corporation
A guide to better communications...

1. A direct reading WATTMETER that measures forward and reflected power.
2. Increased power and clarity for voice transmission; CSP-11 technique.
3. Four or eight way POWER DIVIDERS; use in reverse to sum signals.
4. Improved receiver sensitivity with these RF AMPLIFIERS (three packages).
5. Ultra-linear, low noise voltage controlled ATTENUATORS.
6. Frequency conversion with hi-rel BALANCED MIXERS.
7. Lower priced miniature BROAD-BAND TRANSFORMERS.

If you're interested in more facts on these exciting new devices send for our packet of detailed data sheets . . . or contact a COMDEL representative near you!

CALIFORNIA
Henery Radio Co.
Los Angeles
Ham Radio Outlet
Burlingame

CANADA
Payette Radio Limited
Montreal

CONNECTICUT
Haty of Hartford
Hartford

ILLINOIS
Allied Radio
Chicago

KANSAS
Interstate Electronic Supply
Wichita

MASSACHUSETTS
Herbert Gordon Co.
Harvard

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Evans Radio Inc.
Concord

NEW YORK
Adirondack Radio Supply
Amsterdam
Hirsch Sales Co.
Williamsville

OKLAHOMA
Radio Inc.
Tulsa

WISCONSIN
Amateur Electronics Supply
Milwaukee

COMDEL inc.
beverly airport
beverly, mass.
Jim Fisk  W1DTY
editor of Ham Radio
reviews
The new

Radio Communication Handbook
published by

“One of the most exciting handbooks I have seen in a long time”

“This new book covers every aspect of amateur radio communications and is filled with solid state projects and circuits”

“If you’re troubled by the lack of semiconductor circuits and modern technology, the Radio Communication Handbook is the answer; it is the most up to date radio handbook that has crossed my desk”

832 Pages — Hardcover

$11.95
Postpaid in
U. S. A. and Canada

order from

Comtec also stocks most other R.S.G.B. publications
The new SWAN 500-C
5 band, 520 Watt
SSB-AM-CW TRANSCEIVER

The new Swan 500C offers you higher power, improved styling, and many new deluxe features, yet maintains the same high standards of performance, rugged reliability and craftsmanship that have become the trademark of the Swan Line. Backed by a full year warranty and a service policy second to none, we feel the Swan 500C will establish a new standard of value for the industry.

$520

VAN GUARD LABS
Dept. R, 196-23 Jamaica Ave., Hollis, N.Y. 11423

... THE BEST
6 METER
CONVERTER

Model 407
$34.95
ppd.

50-52 MHz in. 28-30 MHz out
or 52-54 MHz with a second crystal.

A full description of this fantastic converter would fill this page, but you can take our word for it (or those of hundreds of satisfied users) that it's the best. The reason is simple — we use three RCA dual gate MOSFET's, one bipolar, and three diodes in the best circuit ever. Still not convinced? Then send for our free catalog and get the full description, plus photos and even the schematic.

Can't wait? Then send us a postal money order for $34.95 and we'll rush the 407 out to you. NOTE: The Model 407 is also available in any frequency combination up to 450 MHz (some at higher prices) as listed in our catalog. New York City and State residents add local sales tax.

WANTED:
WE BUY USED AMATEUR AND CB EQUIPMENT FOR CASH!

LOTS OF GOOD CHOICE GEAR FOR SALE OR TRADE — WRITE FOR LATEST LIST.
IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY, GALAXY, SWAN, SBE AND DRAKE.

Bob's
AMATEUR
ELECTRONICS
"THE COMPLETE HAM STORE"
Phone CE 5-6387
927 N.W. 1st
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101

"WE TAKE TRADES ON ALL LINES OF NEW EQUIPMENT"
something different

A state-of-the-art magazine written so you can understand it.

ONE YEAR $5.00 — THREE YEARS $10.00
(UNTIL FEB. 28, 1969)

For your sample copy and full details write

HAM RADIO • Greenville, N. H. 03048
PUT THE POWER WHERE IT BELONGS
LETH THE VANGUARD HI-Q BALUN
PUT IT IN YOUR ANTENNA

- Full legal power 3 to 30 MC
- Sealed lightning arrester protects your equipment
- Reduced coax pick-up improves reception, reduces interference
- Reduced coax radiation — helps TVI
- 1 to 1 impedance ratio
- Small — lightweight — weatherproof
- Replaces center insulator
- Precision machined PVC plastic — coax connector

NET PPD IN U.S.A.
FULLY GUARANTEED $9.95
VANGUARD ENGINEERING
BOX 513 • BRIELLE, NEW JERSEY 08730

FOR THAT
"Extra Class"
YOU NEED THE

BTI LK-2000
LINEAR
AMPLIFIER
For SSB, CW, RTTY
Maximum legal input
Full loading 80-10M
Rugged Eimac 3-1000Z
Dependable operation
Easy to load and tune
No flattopping with ALC
Distinguished console
Instant transmit
High efficiency circuit
Designed for safety
Fast band switching
Real signal impact
Price . . . . $79500
READY TO OPERATE!

Hafstrom Technical Products
4616 Santa Fe, San Diego, Ca. 92109

radio amateur
callbook
GET YOUR NEW
ISSUE NOW!
Over 283,000 QTHs in the U.S. edition
$6.95
Over 135,000 QTHs in the DX edition
$4.95

These valuable EXTRA features included in both editions!
- QSL Managers Around the World!
- Census of Radio Amateurs throughout the world!
- Radio Amateurs' License Class!
- World Prefix Map!
- International Radio Amateur Prefixes
- Radio Amateurs' Prefixes by Countries!
- A.R.R.L. Phonetic Alphabet!
- Where To Buy!
- Great Circle Bearings!
- International Postal Information!
- Plus much more!

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE!

RADIO AMATEUR
callbook, INC
Dept. • 4844 W. Fullerton Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60639
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PHONES

STEREO-MONOAURAL

$25 VALUE

QPH-1 8 OHMS $12.95
QPH-2 600 OHMS $15.95
ADD $1 FOR SHIPPING

OUTDOOR ANTENNA

WITH EVERY NOVA-TECH RECEIVER

WE GIVE A FREE!

ALL NOVA-TECH MODELS IN STOCK!

WITH FREE ANTENNA

$129.95

YOUR CHOICE

S.W.R. BRIDGE

AND FIELD STRENGTH METER

9.95

ADD $1 POSTAGE

OUR MOST COPIED PRODUCT

"THOUSANDS SOLD"
NEW FET SIX METER CONVERTER

The Horizon VI incorporates the latest in solid state VHF techniques. Field-effect transistors are used throughout the unit to provide excellent protection against overload and cross modulation. All power is provided by a built-in 115 volt AC power supply — (no need to buy extras). An additional crystal position has been provided to allow the owner the option of expanded frequency coverage. Local oscillator output is accessible from the front of the unit for those who desire transceive operation.

The low noise figure of the Horizon VI assures the operator of excellent performance when stations are weak. See your local dealer for a demonstration of the Horizon VI; you'll be impressed by its exceptional performance.

SPECIFICATIONS
Freq. range: 50 - 54 MHz; I.F. output: 14 - 18 MHz; Input impedance: 50 ohms; Output impedance: 50 ohms; Noise figure: 3 dB typical; Gain: 15 dB nominal; One 36 MHz crystal installed; Built-in power supply: 115 volts AC; Weight: 18 ounces; Dimensions: L-5 1/4" x W-3 3/4" x D-2"; Price: $59.95.

AUTHORIZED DEALERS (listed alphabetically)

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
4828 W. Fond du Lac Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53210
Tel: 414 - 442-4500

AMRAD SUPPLY, INC.
3425 Balboa Street
San Francisco, California 94121
Tel: 415 - 751-4661

AMRAD SUPPLY, INC.
1023 Harrison Street
Oakland, California 94607
Tel: 415 - 451-7255

COLE ELECTRONICS SUPPLY COMPANY
335 South Bonner
Tyler, Texas 75701
(Tel: 411) L-4-3545

COSTON ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS
2747 Ferguson Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45238
(P: 513) 481-8555

ELECTRONIC CENTER, INC.
107 3rd Ave. North
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Tel: 612 - 338-5881

EVANSTON AMATEUR RADIO SUPPLY
1311 North Fulton Ave.
Evanston, Indiana 47710

GRAHAM ELECTRONICS SUPPLY, INC.
122 S. Senate Avenue
Indianapolis, Indiana 46225
Tel: 317 - 834-8496

HAM RADIO OUTLET
999 Howard Avenue
Burlington, California 94010
Tel: 415 - 342-5757

THE HAM SHACK (Tel-Appliance Center, Inc.)
1906 Hillview Street
Sarasota, Florida 33579
Tel: 813 - 955-7161

DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE IN SOME AREAS — WRITE FOR FREE SPECIFICATION SHEET

Raytrack Company
211 Springhill Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43221
Telephone 614/486-7090

NEW FET SIX METER CONVERTER
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**TOROIDS:** 44688hmy., center-tapped, unused, 5/$2.00 postpaid. 11/16" reperp tape $3/box. FM-FM-FM TRANSDUCERS Motorola P33-7 watt FM transmitter with Ni-Cads, complete W/40 Elco 720 Transmitter. Excellent $40. Johnson 6N2 and matching VFO $100. Teletype model 32 and 28ASR equipment, w/"AZ-2"AZimuth and DPO-Azimuth $175. Dow-Key relay $10. Genesi GC-105 two meter communicator $85. WANTED: Drake Z8B2BQ. Model IC 1C. gear PH-166-81016 FM 1 RECEIVER (HQ-180, NC-300, SX101A etc.) Stamp for list. Van W2DLT, 302H Pessac, Stirling, N. J. 07980.

**DAYTON** Hamvention April 26, 1969: Sponsored by Dayton Amateur Radio Association for the 18th year. Technical sessions, exhibits and a hidden transmitter hunt. An interesting ladies program for XYL. For information watch ads or write Dayton Hamvention: Dept. H, Box 44, Dayton, Ohio 45401.

**COLLINS** 7SS-3B RECEIVER for sale. Clean, excellent operating condition. $450.00. WIDHZ, Box 185, Amherst, N. H. 603-673-4885.

**NEW ELECTRONICS PROJECT BOOKS** Fifty IC Projects, $3.95 — 101 Ham Radio Projects. $3.95. 49 Transistor Projects, $1.75 — 104 Transistor Projects, $3.95. 101 Audio Projects, $3.95. 101 Test Instrument Projects, $3.95 — "The VHF Amateur" (VHF techniques plus 3 easy projects). $4.50. WSHGF, 5611 Middaugh Ave., Downers Grove, 111. 60515.

**COLLINS:** 5J1-4 w/3k filter, excellent condition, $700. KW-1 transmitter, excellent condition but needs bias transformer available from Collins for $53, $700. Scoping pad made by Paul Reid, 405 4th Place, Merritt Island, Florida 32952.


**PAIR** of unused 4CX250B's $20.00, pair of unused 4X150A's $14.00. Unused PL-172 $80.00. Wanted: Drake 28 and 2NT. Will trade Lab. test equipment or Ham equipment. W2YSF.


**SELLING** Johnson 275-watt Matchbox, $40, nice shape. Cushcraft 6-meter 6-element beam. $15 (you pick up). Waters model 314-A, 100 watts, $35. Vac variable transformer, 26 amps, just what you need for that new linear, unused, $20. 6-meter linear amplifier. Knight 1021, 300 watts, $89. Variable CW, requires less than 10 watts drive, built-in power supply, may be used on a.m. like new $85. Cavity oscillator with capacitors, unused, $90. Unwanted, January and March 1961 issues of QST magazine for complete collection. WIDT, Box 25, Rindge, N. H. 03461. 603-899-2860.

**HALLICRAFTERS HT-37:** $210. Good condition, clean, no rust spots, and low mileage. Bob Koepe W9HIH, 334 Oriole Lane, Madison, Wisc. 53704.
LOW PRICE, QUALITY, COAXIAL SWITCHES...

Don't pay for the 5th and 6th position. The average HAM rarely uses more than 4!

SPECIFICATIONS: Silvered Contacts. Write-on ERASABLE escutcheon plate. AVAILABLE EITHER 4 PST (COAX-4) OR LINEAR (COAX-LINEAR) IN-OUT VERSION. Handles 1000 W AM or 2000 W SSB. Insertion loss negligible to 160 Mc. VSWR: Less than 1.2 at 160 Mc. Size: 3 1/8" x 1 1/8", overall. Single hole mount. SPECIFY MODEL. $7.65 ea.

COAXIAL LIGHTNING ARRESTORS
Zero power loss. No increase in SWR at 150 Mc. Does not attenuate signals. Model 210 for 1000 W (AM) or 2000 W (SSB). Model 211 Electronic static arrester for 50 W (AM) or 100 W (SSB). SO-239 UHF type fittings. Other fittings available. Size approx. 3 1/8" x 3 1/2" dia. #210 $3.15 ea. #211 $4.55 ea. SPECIFY model #.

PRICES above are amateur net. Shipped p.d. in U.S.A. Send Check or M.O. (N.J. ADD 3 1/2 Sales Tax)
OTHER PRODUCTS: Feed thru capacitors. Tuned noise filters. Alternator, generator, low-pass and field filters. SEND FOR CATALOG.

“COMMUNICATION ENGINEERED”
By "HAMMIE" RICHARDT—W2WIY

ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS CO.
ROUTE 46, Pine Brook, N. J. 07028

the permaflex key
• both a twin lever & straight hand key in a pivotless 2 paddle design.
• gives instant choice of automatic semi-automatic & straight hand keying.
• use directly with any transmitter or through an electronic keyer.
• 0 amp. gold-diffused silver contacts adjust from 0-0.060" G 2-50 grams.
• distinctive blue paddles are of rugged G-10 fiberglass epoxy.
• cabinet is 10 gauge polished chrome steel. 1.05" sq. x 3.75", paddles extend 1.25", weight app. 1 pound.
• 100% U.S. made & guaranteed for 1 yr.

1995 complete, p.p. use & em. send a check or m.o. sold by mail only
James Research company, dept H: HR - K
11 schermerhorn st., brooklyn ny. 11201

HEY THERE!
YOU WITH GEAR IN YOUR SHACK!
Don't clutter up your home with all that stuff! Better to clutter up our warehouse — and get paid in the bargain! Don't waste time asking us for prices. Tell us exactly what you want for your Gen. Radio, H.P., Tektronix, ARC, GRC, TED, PRC, VRC, ARN, URR, APN and other military/commercial gear. Call or write today!

WILL PAY HI, UNREASONABLE, FANTASTIC PRICE FOR NAVY 10 W. AUDIO AMPLIFIER ... in cast aluminum cabinet. Urgently need Models AM-215A, — B, — C, — D/U. What have U?

COLUMBIA ELECTRONICS, Dept. H
4365 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90019
Phone: (213) 938-3731 Cable: COLECTRON

“Beamed-Power” ANTENNAS, “BALUNS” I.V. KITS and ROTATOR SYSTEMS!

Most-Technically-Perfected, Finest Communication Arrays in the World! Precision-Tuned-Matched and "Balun" Fed for "Balanced-Pattern" to assure "TOP-MAN-ON-THE-FREQUENCY" Results

Enjoy World renown TELREX performance, value and durability! Send for PL08 tech. data and pricing catalog, describing professionally engineered communication antenna systems, rotator-selsyn-indicator-systems, "Baluns", I.V. Kits, Towers, "Mono-Pole", "Big-Berthas", accessories, etc. etc.

Communication Engineering Laboratories
ASBURY PARK, NEW JERSEY 07712, U.S.A.
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TELEGRAPH KEY STAPLER

HANDSOME REPRODUCTION OF ANTIQUE TELEGRAPH KEY

THIS MORSE CODE TELEGRAPH KEY CLEVERLY FUNCTIONS AS A STAPLER. BOSTITCH STAPLING MECHANISM. THE RHEOSTAT IS A STAPLE REMOVER. ANTIQUE GOLD FINISH ON BLACK METAL WITH CHINESE-RED VELVET BASE. 6½ X 3½. IDEAL FOR AN ORIGINAL GIFT FOR THE OFFICE OR THE SHACK.

PLEASE SEND TELEGRAPH KEY STAPLERS AT $10.59 PLUS 80c POSTAGE. ENCLOSED CHECK FOR

BUILT TO LAST $10.59 + 80c POSTAGE 10 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE SORRY NO C.O.D.

HUGO H. ROUSSEAU & SONS
210 POST STREET • SUITE 915
SAN FRANCISCO • CALIFORNIA 94108
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LAST CHANCE!

Have you been meaning to subscribe for some time now, but never quite got around to it? Well, here is your last chance to subscribe at our current rates.

ONE YEAR  .  .  .  $ 5.00
THREE YEARS  .  .  .  $10.00

We have kept our rates below the others as long as we could, but our costs are also rising, and we will have to announce a modest subscription increase effective March 1, 1969.

If you are already a subscriber you may also extend your present subscription at these old rates, but again we must receive your order by February 28, 1969.

Sign up today — then you won't forget.

HAM RADIO MAGAZINE
GREENVILLE, N. H. 03048

Name ........................................ Call ..............................
Address ........................................
City ........................................ Zip ..............................

---

...THE BEST
2 METER CONVERTER

Model 407
$34.95 pbd.

144-146 MHz in. 28-30 MHz out
or 146-148 MHz with a second crystal

A full description of this fantastic converter would fill this page, but you can take our word for it (or those of hundreds of satisfied users) that it's the best. The reason is simple — we use three RCA dual gate MOSFETs, one bipolar, and 3 diodes in the best circuit ever. Still not convinced? Then send for our free catalog and get the full description, plus photos and even the schematic.

Can't wait? Then send us a postal money order for $34.95 and we'll rush the 407 out to you.

NOTE: The Model 407 is also available in any frequency combination up to 450 MHz (some at higher prices) as listed in our catalog. New York City and State residents add local sales tax.

VANGUARD LABS
Dept. R, 196-23 Jamaica Ave., Hollis, N.Y. 11423

NOMINATIONS REQUESTED FOR THE 1969 OUTSTANDING NEW ENGLAND AMATEUR RADIO OPERATOR AWARD

This award is known as the John Mansfield Memorial Award and it will be presented to the winner at the banquet of the New England ARRL Convention on May 24, 1969.

Again this year, the Federation of Eastern Mass. Amateur Radio Associations will present a cash award and a handsome plaque to a ham in the first call district who has met one or more of the following qualifications:

1. Performed a meritorious public service to his community through the medium of amateur radio;
2. Made a major contribution to the science of amateur radio;
3. Helped greatly to stimulate interest in amateur radio in others;
4. Aided other radio amateurs to acquire a greater knowledge and skill in operating amateur radio equipment.

Send complete information on your nominee to Eli Nannis W1HKG, Chairman Awards Committee, 37 Lowell Street, Malden, Massachusetts 02148.

All nominations must be in before April 21, 1969.
KEEP UP TO DATE ON YOUR DXING

A weekly magazine (16 to 24 pages each week.

Current DX that's on the air, and info about what's planned for the immediate future. What's being heard by the boys. Etc.

FULL DX INFO EVERY WEEK.

Per year—Surface mail (they say most 1st class mail actually goes via air) $11.00

The DXERS Magazine, (W4BPD)
Route 1, Box 161-A,
Cordova, S.C. 29039

LET W3KT FORWARD YOUR DX QSLs

Join the thousands of satisfied hams who have been using this service for the past seven years. During 1967 alone, over 200,000 QSLs were forwarded to DX stations. This is a DELUXE service, insuring prompt and continuous mailings, and involving a minimum of effort on your part.

Just fill in your QSLs and send them to W3KT. You don't have to address the cards, or indicate the QSL manager, or send any SASEs. Where a DX station uses a stateside QSL manager, your card will be sent to him with an SASE, and the reply will come back to W3KT, who will send it to your call area QSL bureau. Other QSLs will be sent to the proper QSL Bureau, or, if necessary, direct.

Remember, your QSL is a personal message. Therefore W3KT sends it by FIRST CLASS MAIL only.

The charge: Four cents per QSL, 30 cards per dollar. NO MEMBERSHIP FEE.

SAVE TIME! SAVE MONEY!

W3KT QSL SERVICE

RD 1, Valley Hill Road
Malvern, Penna. 19355

MOTOR KITS

FOR THE HAND WINDERS
FITS ANY CRANK UP TOWER
COMPLETE WITH WATERPROOF MOTOR
$199.95
Without Motor $129.95

HYGAIN — MOSLEY — NEW-TRONICS
TRISTAO — MYLAR ROPE — TIMES COAX

Write for latest catalog

ANTENNA MART
Box 7, Rippey, Iowa 50235
Telephone 2279

SURPLUS EQUIPMENT WANTED TO BUY BY
THE FASTEST GUN IN THE EAST

No haggling around, we pay fast in 24 hours and we pay more. We'll swap or trade new equipment too . . . We quote fast too. We also pay for shipping, insurance, etc. You call fast, now, collect, for fast quote.

SPACE ELECTRONICS
Div. of MILITARY ELECTRONICS CORP.
11 Summit Ave., East Paterson, N. J. 07407, (201) 791-5050

25KC MARKS!
Locate New Sub-Bands

Accurately! Four wires connect IC-3 Divider to your 100KC calibrator to give 25KC marks. Circuit board 1 1/4" x 1 1/4". Specify supply voltage — 3-300DC, 10 ma. (Lowest is best.) Send for IC-3, $7.25 postpaid.

PAXTRONIX INC. BOX 1038 (D) Boulder. Colo. 80302

ALL-BAND ANTENNA CONNECTOR

HY-E-QUE I molded connector has eyelets for securing antenna elements, heavy copper leads, coax PL259 connector for feedline. and tie-point for antenna support. Zip-caps protect eyes. Reinforced. At your dealer's or $2.95 postpaid. Companion insulators, 2 for 95c ppd. Instructions included.

BUDWIG MFG. CO., P.O. Box 97H, Ramona, Calif. 92065

SKYLANE QUADS
Are Now GUARANTEED to perform better than a flattop beam of equivalent number of elements, or your money refunded.

30 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER
SKYLANE PRODUCTS
406 Bon Air Ave. Temple Terrace, Fla. 33617

CQ de W2KUW BEST OFFER!!

Paid . . . . . . . . . . . for any piece of aircraft or ground radio units, also test equipment. All types of tubes. Particularly looking for 4-250 = 4-400 = 833A = 3041L = 4CX1000A = 4CX500A et al. 17L = 81X = 390A = ARM = QRM = GRC = UPM = URM = USM units.

TED DAMES CO., 310 Hickory St., Arlington, N.J. 07002
**IMPORTANT NOTICE** — doctor’s orders, store hours Mon., Wed., Fri. and Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. If you wish to visit at other times, please advise in advance, by mail, or call 312 SU 4-4426.

**JENNINGS VACUUM VARIABLE**, Close-out, last 6

UCS-300 — 10 to 300 pf, 15 to 7½ KV, with motor drive. NEW...$35.00 ea.

**MORE METERS**

0-50 µa — 3½ square, wide view, by SIMPSON for MOTOROLA. Scale in RF watts, for use in base station, directional coupler. New...$25.00 $ 6.50 ea.

0-50 µa — 2½ square, SIMPSON wide view plastic...$21.00 $ 5.50 ea.

0-1 ma — 2½ square, wide view plastic, HOYT, for KNIGHT T-150. With internal 5000 ohm resistor. Black figures, white back-ground, scales: 0-10 MA; 0-500 MA; output 0-10. BRAND NEW...$10.00 $ 2.75 ea.

**MORE VARIABLE CAPACITORS**

All are MC type, with dual ½” shafts, (can be coupled), one with threaded bushing, for one hole mounting; double bearing; double ceramic end plates 1¾” long, ½” wide, ⅜” thick, except:

Dual, 25 to 50 pf/sec. split stator, 2 KV. 5¾” x 2” x 1 ½”, 2 LBS.$65.00 $ 1.75 ea.

12 to 100 pf, 2 KV. 5½” x ⅝” x 1/8”, 2 LBS.$45.00 $ 1.50 ea.

10 to 37 pf, 2 KV. Single bearing & end plate. Slotted short shaft.$79 ea.

15 to 250 pf, 1 KV, straight line freq. 3½” x ⅝” x 1”, 1 LB.$55.00 $ 1.50 ea.

8 to 50 pf, 1 KV, Strt line freq. 2½” x ⅝” x 1¼”, 1 LB.$51.00 $ 1.25 ea.

5 to 20 pf, 2 KV, 3 plate. 2½” x ⅝” x 1”, 1 LB.$55.00 $ 1.25 ea.

Dual, 5 to 27 pf/sec. split stator, 3 KV.$1½” square ceramic end plates 5½” x 1½” x ⅛”, 2 LBS.$10.00 $ 2.75 ea.

Save your loot, I’ll have a WAGON LOAD of “JUNQUE” at the WHEATON, ILL. swapfest, Sunday, Feb. 16, 1969. INDOORS, WARM, Du Page County Fair Grounds.

B C Electronics

Telephone 312 CAlumet 5-2235

2333 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago, Illinois 60616

---

**W2AU BALUN LETS ENTIRE ANTENNA RADIATE!**

**STOP WASTING YOUR SIGNAL! REMEMBER YOUR ANTENNA IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PIECE OF GEAR YOU OWN.**

- No Radiation from Coax
- No Center Insulator Needed
- Perfect for Inverted Vees (Use Hang-up Hook)
- Built-in Lightning arrester (Bond 3 to 40 Mc.)
- Takes Legal Power Limit
- Two Models: 1:1.50 ohm coax to 50 ohm balanced
  4:1.75 ohm coax to 300 ohm balanced
- A must for Inverted Vees, Doubles, Quads, Yagis and Multiple Dipoles.

**$12.95 AMATEUR NET**

W2AU Complete pretuned Fiberglas Quad ......$99.95
W2AU Complete pretuned Vinyl Quad ......$64.95

**UNADILLA RADIATION PRODUCTS**

Unadilla, New York 13849

---

**WE PAY CASH FOR TUBES**

LEWISPAUL ELECTRONICS INC.
303 W. Crescent Avenue
Allendale, New Jersey 07401

**LIBERTY PAYS MORE!!**

**WILL BUY FOR CASH — ALL TYPES**

Electron Tubes — Semiconductors — Test Equipment

Military Electronic Equipment

Wire, write, phone collect! We pay freight on all purchases!

**LIBERTY ELECTRONICS, INC.**
548 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012

Phone: 212/925-6000

---

**oscillator/monitor**

- makes an audible tone to monitor the RF of any CW transmitter from 10 Mc. to 1 Kw & 100Kc to 1000Mc.
- using only an 8” pickup antenna.
- can be self-triggered for code practice or the testing of solid state components and circuits.
- aids in tuning up & testing RF oscillator and power amplifier.
- A transistor, 2 diode circuit, speaker, tone adjust, AA pencil, test leads, 8” wire, & magnetic base.
- cabinet is 16 gauge black & clear anodised aluminum, 3½ x 2 x 1½” US made. Guaranteed for 1 year.

James Research company, dep’t: HR-M

11 schermerhorn st, brooklyn n.y. 11201

---

**Beware ... of the Dreaded SHREW**

**linear amplifier**

- 200 watt PEP
- 25-54 Mhz
- 2-20 watts drive.

$89.95

Matching AC Power Supply ... $39.95
DC-2 12 Volt Supply ... $44.95

Write for complete details & FREE SHREW Patch

Communications Division
GAUTHIER INDUSTRIES
P.O. Box 216
Lynwood, California 90262

Dealer Inquiries Invited

---

**HIGHEST $ PAID FOR TUBES**

120 WEST 18TH STREET
NEW YORK 10011 • 212-242-7400

Free Tube List

---

ALL BAND TRAP ANTENNA!

Reduces interference and noise on all bands, short wave receivers, free tube list on request.

**REDUCES INTERFERENCE AND NOISE ON ALL BANDS**

1000 WATT-PLATES. LIGHT. HEAT. WEATHERPROOF.

WESTERN ELECTRONICS

Dept. B

Kearney, Nebraska 68847

---
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TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT...

**E-Z WAY TOWERS**

Enjoy the convenience and safety of the genuine original E-Z Way Crankup Tiltover Tower! The tower is easily raised, retracted, set at any height by one man... and tilts to horizontal position. More are in use than any other kind... write and find out why!

**FOR THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER, WRITE**

**E-Z WAY Products, Inc.**
P. O. Box 17196
TAMPA, FLORIDA 33612

---

**Ham Radio**

Eliminate "walking" and increase your sending speed.

**C-R Key Kit**
for Electronic Keyers

$13.95

Iowans add 3% sales tax

With the new C-R Key Kit you can increase your efficiency by eliminating unwanted "walking", increase your signal strength and enjoy continuous, trouble-free sending. The Key comes in ready-to-assemble kit form requiring only the simplest hand tools for assembly. Parts include: heavy steel base with rubber feet, finished in umber gray metallic - large silver contacts — black bakelite knob and paddle — other parts are nickel plated brass.

Order now! Shipped postpaid in U.S.A. Check or money order. No COD's please.

**ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES**

P. O. Box 645
Cedar Rapids, IA 52406

---

**2 Element QUAD**

FOR 10 - 15 - 20

"JOQA QUAD" is rated at 1 KW AM and 2 KW P.E.P. SSB with one single feed line enjoy maximum forward gain and very low SWR in full bandwidth. It's easy to assemble and resists winds up to 100 MPH. It's lightweight with a 4' 6" boom length. Brochure for further information is free to your asking.

**JOQA**

CALLE 50 X 45 NUM. 431
MERIDA, YUC., MEX.

---

**WE PAY HIGHEST PRICES FOR ELECTRON TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS**

**H & L ASSOCIATES**

ELIZABETHPORT INDUSTRIAL PARK
ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 07206

(201) 351-4200

---

**New! TEKRAD Mark V ANTEenna SYSTEM $3250 TAX & POSTAGE PAID**

**Characteristics:**

- 80 through 10 meters
- Essentially constant feed impedance
- Balanced system for high efficiency
- Balanced 450 ohm feed
- Very light, minimum wind-resistance
- Omnidirectional
- Large aperture
- Wide angle of radiation
- A matching device is required - 50 ohm unbalanced to 450 ohm balanced

The Tekrad Mark V Antenna system is ready for delivery in completely assembled units, ready to hang up with supporting cords and transmission line attached.

**TEKRAD, INC.**

P.O. BOX 57
VALPARAISO, FLORIDA 32580

---

**TEKRAD Mark V ANTEenna SYSTEM $3250 TAX & POSTAGE PAID**

**Characteristics:**

- 80 through 10 meters
- Essentially constant feed impedance
- Balanced system for high efficiency
- Balanced 450 ohm feed
- Very light, minimum wind-resistance
- Omnidirectional
- Large aperture
- Wide angle of radiation
- A matching device is required - 50 ohm unbalanced to 450 ohm balanced

The Tekrad Mark V Antenna system is ready for delivery in completely assembled units, ready to hang up with supporting cords and transmission line attached.

**TEKRAD, INC.**

P.O. BOX 57
VALPARAISO, FLORIDA 32580
### DIODES

**EVERY DIODE WE SELL IS CURVE TRACED ON A SPECIAL TESTER. THIS TESTER DRIVES 2 AMPS AVERAGE CURRENT THROUGH THE UNIT IN THE FORWARD DIRECTION WHILE THE REVERSE LEAKAGE IS MEASURED. (25 MICRO-AMPS). THE OPERATOR EXAMINES THE CURRENT-VOLTAGE PLOT OF EACH DIODE ON AN OSCILLOSCOPE SCREEN. WE FULLY GUARANTEE EVERY UNIT SOLD OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIV</th>
<th>TOP-HAT</th>
<th>EPOXY</th>
<th>EPOXY</th>
<th>STUD-MOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**M. WEINSCHENKER K3DPJ**

PO BOX 353

IRWIN, PA. 15642

---

**LARGEST SELECTION in United States**

**AT LOWEST PRICES — 48 hr. delivery**


2400H Crystal Drive

Ft. Myers, Florida 33901

---

**BARRY PAYS CASH FAST**

You can be sure with Barry . . .

Fair dealing since 1938

Send lists of your unused TUBES,

Receivers, Semi-Conductors,

Vac. Variables, Test Equipment, etc.

No Quantity too Small.
No Quantity too Large.

Write or Call now . . . BARRY, W2LNI

BARRY ELECTRONICS

512 BROADWAY • NEW YORK, N. Y. 10012

212 - WA 5-7000

---

**SURPLUS WANTED**

**EQUIPMENT WITH PREFIXES ARA, ARC, ARM, ARN, APA, ASN, ASA, APN, APR, ARR, ASQ, GRR, GRC, GRM, GPM, VRC, UPR, URA, URR, URM, USM, UPM, SC, MD, PPM, PSM, PRC, TMQ, TRM, TED, SPA, SRT, CU. COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT BY ARC, BIRD, BOONTON, BENDIX, COLLINS, MEASUREMENTS, H-P, NARDZ, GR, SPERRY, ETC.**

TOP CASH DOLLAR PAID OR TRADE WE STOCK NEW HAM GEAR WRITE - WIRE - PHONE (813) 722-1843 BILL SLEP, W4FHY

SLEP ELECTRONICS CO.

2412 NORTH HIGHWAY 301 N. ELLIOTON, FLORID 33322

PHONE (813) 722-1843

---

**R. E. GOODHEART CO. INC.**

Box 1220-RR, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213

---

**INTERESTED IN SERIOUS WORK ABOVE 50 MHz?**

You should read **VHF COMMUNICATIONS**

It brings you — sixty pages of technical articles in each quarterly issue. Applications of the latest techniques. Advanced designs using printed circuits and solid state technology.

Typical topics? VHF & UHF single sideband receivers and transmitters, antennas, converters, transverters and test equipment. Complete schematic diagrams, component requirements, construction details and performance data.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS is the English language edition of UKW BERICHTE, the German VHF Magazine, since 1962 regarded in Europe as the most authoritative in the field of amateur VHF. Try a subscription for a year, you'll like it!

Calendar year subscription U.S.A. and Canada $3.00 (US)

---

**VHF COMMUNICATIONS**

P. O. BOX 87

TOPSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 01938

Other countries: UKW Berichte, 6520 Erlangen, Gleiwitzer Strasse 45, West Germany
6,500 mfd at 50 volt $1.00 ea., 12 for $10.00
6,500 mfd at 18 volt $1.00 ea., 12 for $10.00

60 WATT TRANSISTORS 80 VOLTS
From computer assemblies, board with 4 each power transistors 2N1137B, 60 watt, 80 volt PNP power $1.25 per board

SUPER VALUE $2.50
Computer boards with 8 each 2N1137B power transistors and mounting hardware, also include on the board, 4 each 10 volt zeners, 4 silicon diodes 1 amp 800 volt PIW, computer grade cap 2000 mfd 65 volt Bourns trimpots, precision resistors, etc. Complete assembly like new. Ship wt. 3 lb. $2.50

RF FILTER
From HAWK MISSILE termination contract. Good for 5 amps, 600 volt, 10 cycles to 500 mc, insertion loss 60 DB-plus, low pass pi-network type, excellent as feed-thru filter in converters, transmitters. Hermetically sealed inside are 2 toroidal chokes and 4 low induct. caps. #41102 $1.00 each, 6 for $5.00

PISTON CAPS
Corning glass, direct traverse type, min. Q at max. C—500 at 50MC. 500 volt breakdown. Capacitance range 1-8 uufd. Brand new military surplus 3 for $1.00 or $3.00 per doz.

$10 TRANSISTOR IGNITION $10
Complete electronic 2 transistor dual ignition system for cars, boats, trucks. Fully wired harness, dual primary coil, instant changeover from transistor to conventional or back. Neg. ground, 6 or 12 volt system. Complete with instructions, ready to install. Original price $35, now only $10.00 postpaid.

Manufacturer's name withheld, but you will find it marked on every unit. Manufactured to Fairchild 900 RTL Series. All first grade, spec sheets included. A really amazing buy. Never previously offered by anyone at these ridiculous prices.

$1.00 each or $10.00 dozen
Buffer .......................... 900
Dual Input Gate ................ 2-903
JK Flip Flop .................. 923
Dual JK Flip Flop .......... 2-923
Dual 2-Input Gate,
Dual Expander .................. 1-914, 1-925
Dual 2-Input Gate Expander .... 925
Quad 2-Input Expander .......... 2-925

IC GRAB BAG $2.00 DOZEN
Mixture of one dozen units, some marked, untested. 10 pages of RTL & DTL specs to aid in identifying. All configurations, TO-5, TO-85, Flat-Pack, Dual Inline. At this price you can't lose. 12 for $2.00

VARACTOR SIMILAR TO MA4060A
Good for 40 watts at 432 MC, ea. tested in circuit, w/diagram for 432 MC tripler. $5.00 ea.

Note from Meshna:
You have only yourself to blame if you are procrastinating on sending for our 84 page catalog of super-stupendous bargains, the choice of the surplus market, all hand picked by Meshna himself. With todays shrinking dollar, you want all your shrunken buck will buy. We have a helluva job of keeping up with catalog requests now. But we want our mailing dept. to keep sweating and we want you to have an opportunity of selecting the choicest bargains you ever found in the surplus market. Send 25¢ for our latest catalog #69-1 now in preparation. The 25¢ you send does not cover costs but does show a sincere interest on your part. As soon as #69-1 is printed, you'll get one.

JOHN MESHNA JR.
19 ALLERTON ST., LYNN, MASS. 01904
DX-ARRAY
NEW 20 ELEMENT ANTENNAS

FOR
144 mhz  220 mhz  432 mhz
A breakthrough in VHF/UHF Amateur antennas!
The new Cush Craft DX-Arrays combine the best
yagi and collinear features into the World's most
advanced amateur communication antennas.

Realizing that the antenna is the most important
part of your station, Cush Craft engineers have
devoted two years of intensive development and
testing to perfect DX-Array. DX-Arrays have al-
ready established new records in Dx-ing and moon-
bounce programs.
Whatever your interest may be, ragchewing, con-
tests, DX, or moonbounce, get in on the excitement
of VHF hamming today with DX-Array.

DX-120 - 144 mhz  $29.50
DX-220 - 220 mhz  22.50
DX-420 - 432 mhz  17.50

See your local distributor or write for complete
specifications on these exciting new antennas from
the world's leading manufacturer of UHF/VHF
Communication Antennas.
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The GT-500 by GALAXY

Based on the proven Galaxy V Mk 3 design... the GT-550 comes on stage with an entirely new look. And under this beautiful new exterior Galaxy has packed 550 watts... the highest powered unit in its field. Henry Radio, always the first with the best, is proud to introduce this fine piece of equipment along with an equally fine line of accessories.

Come on in, look them over. Or write or phone. We'll send you detailed specifications.

GT-550, 550 watt transceiver $ 449.00
AC-400, AC Power Supply, 110/230 VAC, includes cables $ 89.95
G-1000, DC Power Supply, 12/14 VDC, Neg. Ground $ 125.00
RV-550, Standard Remote VFO provides dual frequency control for GT-550 only $ 75.00
RF-550, 3000/400 watt Wattmeter/Antenna Selector (Available after April 1) $ 69.00
SC-550, Standard Speaker Console, 5 x 7 speaker 8 ohm, (AC-400 will mount inside) $ 19.95

Henry Radio has a great antenna package program...big savings. Write for literature.

EASY FINANCING • 10% DOWN OR TRADE-IN DOWN • NO FINANCE CHARGE IF PAID IN 90 DAYS • GOOD RECONDITIONED APPARATUS • Nearly all makes & models. Our reconditioned equipment carries a 15 day trial, 90 day warranty and may be traded back within 90 days for full credit toward the purchase of NEW equipment. Write for bulletin.

TED HENRY (W6UOU) BOB HENRY (W6ARA) WALT HENRY (W6NRV)

Henry Radio Stores

11240 W. Olympic, Los Angeles, Calif., 90064 213 477-6701
931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif., 92801 714 772-9200

"World's Largest Distributor of Amateur Radio Equipment"
WANT MORE FOR YOUR MONEY?

Then latch on to one of these FB Hallicrafters HT-46 transmitters before they're all sold!

At our special price slash you're getting top performance and unbeatable value — a bargain you can’t afford to pass up. Rush your order in, now.

Bil Harrison W2AVA

ON BRAND NEW Hallicrafters famous HT-46
5 band transmitters

Plenty sold at $395.00 Amateur Net

SPECIAL!
While our supply lasts

ONLY $250.
Complete, with full factory warranty

- 180 Watts PEP SSB
- 140 Watts CW
- Selectable Sideband
- Internal AC Supply • Plug-in VOX ($44.95 extra) • "Transceive" input

PREFER A TRANSCEIVER?

THE NEW Hallicrafters SR400 CYCLONE
is the biggest bargain around!

WITH THESE PLUS FEATURES:
- Receiver incremental tuning • Noise blanker • Built-in notch filter • 400 watt SSB • 360 watt CW • 200 cycle CW filter • 1 kHz readout • .3 microvolt sensitivity • 60 db carrier suppression.

ENJOY YOURS NOW FROM

Harrison
HEADQUARTERS for all Hallicrafters FINE EQUIPMENT

Here you can save with safety, because we'll top any "deal"! Shop around first, then see us last.

PROMPT ORDER DEPT.
We carefully pack and ship ham gear, accessories and parts to most any part of the world.
Address your orders to:
22 SMITH STREET
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735
Please include ample postage (plus $1 handling cost with orders under $10.)
OR, PHONE YOUR ORDERS TO
(212) BA 7-7922 OR (516) 293-7990

"DUAL RECEIVE" VFO
Plug in the HA-20, and split transmit/receive frequencies. A "must" for DX and X Band operation!

Harrison
"HAM HEADQUARTERS, USA"®

NEW YORK CITY
8 Barclay St.
(212) BArclay 7-7922

JAMAICA, L. I.
139-20 Hillside Ave.
Repub 9-4101

FARMINGDALE, L. I.
Route 110 at Smith St.
(516) 293-7995

February 1969
WHAT'S IN HERE

The above picture illustrates our unconventional business location. Some people may call it a boutique or salon. We prefer to think of it as merely the office. But inside this rather modest structure is the largest (tongue-in-cheek) ham radio business in New England, and possibly in this country. Three floors, comprising almost 5000 square feet, are filled to the brim with all kinds of goodies that gladden the ham's heart.

On the main floor you will find displayed literally hundreds upon hundreds of pieces of ham equipment — both contemporary and old. On the top floor, more of the same and in addition gobs and gobs of test equipment. In the basement we have shipping and receiving, and a substantial inventory of the kinds of components that the ham is especially looking for. In addition to the conventional and obviously required accessories, we have and will likely continue to stock the odd ball pieces, as for example, a surplus component or a part specially made for a particular set.

We have a beautifully equipped service department, staffed by Bill Theeninger WBPEY, Gay Woster K7CXW, and Jack Rosiello K1KNQ. These boys know their ham radio and can be depended upon for prompt service day or night.

The antenna farm that we have is second to none, including 4 towers, 44 antennas, and a coax matrix which permits us to demonstrate any gear of your choice. Most New England hams have been here. But many of you throughout the rest of the country continue to think of our company as primarily the place where you can get the Reginair Quad. Most of the fellows don't know that ham radio is our only business and that we are the largest, best-stocked place north of New York or east of Chicago. If you would like straight advice, soundly delivered, give us a chance to solve your problems and to provide you with equipment. Study the list of names whose products we sell, listed around the perimeter of this ad. If you would like to meet with the gang, or just browse, make the trip to Harvard and see us soon. With modern highways coming to within a mile of our door, you can get here from any point in New England in 3 or 4 hours. We are open on weekdays from 9:30 a.m. until 4:00 p.m., and again from 7:00 p.m. until 10:00 p.m.; Saturday until 5:00 p.m.; and Sunday by appointment.

HERBERT W. GORDON COMPANY
Harvard, Massachusetts 01451 • Telephone 617 – 456 – 3548

"Helping Hams to Help Themselves"

WEBSTER: ARRL

NEW-TRONICS • RAYTRACK • THOR-DARSEN • STANCOR • TRIPLETT • PHALO • MOHAWK
TEXAS • SAVORY • JAN • SHURE • ASTATIC • TURNER • GALAXY • JOHNSON • B & W • NATIONAL
If your interest in ham radio has only recently developed you already know by now that there are hundreds of brands of equipment from which to choose, some costly . . . some not too costly. For years, Ameco equipment has appealed to the beginner because of its modest cost, yet with engineering and manufacturing quality you would expect to find in really expensive gear. Read about our All-Wave Receiver and Novice Transmitter below, then write for our new Ameco catalog to get complete specifications on these and other moderately priced items.

**Model R-5 Allwave Receiver**

An exceptionally fine receiver for the short wave listener and beginning amateur operator. Fully transistorized—solid state. Covers .54 Mc through 54.0 Mc in five continuous bands. Includes standard broadcast band, all foreign broadcast bands, all amateur bands from 160 through 6 meters, all 27 Mc CB channels, all 2 way radio frequencies from 30 to 50 Mc including many police and fire departments. Controls include Beat Frequency Oscillator, Noise Limiter, Bandspread. Compare with tube-type units costing as much!

- **Easy-to-build kit** $69.95
- **Wired and tested** $89.95

**Model AC-1 Novice CW Transmitter Kit**

The ideal kit for the beginner who requires a reliable TVI suppressed transmitter. Keying is clean and chirp-free. Crystal controlled, PI network Output Circuit. Includes AC Power Supply. For 40 and 80 meters, CW. Fifteen watts input. Kit is simple to build and easy to operate.

- **Kit with coil for any 1 band, including tubes** $23.95
- **Extra coil kit for any 1 band, CK-1** $1.00

**Ameco Books and Records**

- **Radio Amateur Theory Course**: Gives sufficient information to pass the FCC exams for the Novice, Technician, General and Conditional Classes of Amateur Licenses. The Ameco Theory Course is the shortest path to getting a ham ticket.
  - No. 102-01, Over 300 pages $3.95
  - No. 5-01, 32 pages $0.50
- **Mastering the Morse Code**: Teaches the beginner how to learn the International Morse Code.
  - No. 6-01, 32 pages $0.50
- **Ameco Jr. Code Course**: Fastest, simplest way to learn code. Contains 10 lessons and one 12" record in the 33 rpm series. Sample FCC-type exams included.
  - Complete Jr. Code Course (100 series) $3.95

**Ameco Books and Records**

**Division of Aerotron, Inc.**
P. O. Box 6527 Raleigh, North Carolina 27608